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Still Small Voice on Vimeo.com - We’ve Moved 
October 28, 2018 

 
Thank you, Jesus, for keeping our Family together! 
 
Wow, Heartdwellers - this is amazing! We adore You, 
Jesus, and we thank You for Your faithfulness. 
 
It's so amazing. You know, the Lord promised us that 
when we go to Heaven, that we're going to be 
connected together in Heaven. There's a Heartdweller 
Street! And we're all going to live on that street, or be 
close to each other. Heartdweller's Lane I think it's 

called. One of our prayer warriors' wife was in the hospital and had a near-death experience. 
And the Lord was showing her around Heaven - and He showed to her Heartdwellers' Lane! 
Where all of us will be living near each other. That is so sweet!  
 
But - more importantly for right now, people are beginning to trickle in, on the new channel. I 
want to thank you for your faithfulness. Thank you for looking until you found us! You all are 
such a part of my life. It was a shattering experience to see the community gone. Of course, all 
the hard work over almost 5 years of receiving messages from the Lord and seeing it disappear 
into thin air was very hard as well. But the Lord and your prayers, kept me from drowning in 
self-pity. Which is what I wanted to do, I'll tell you. If He hadn't just... If He hadn't just told me 
to put the tiramisu away and a few other things, I really would have gained a LOT of weight this 
last weekend! 
 
And the Lord gave me a wonderful promise this morning. He said, 'In a pillar of cloud I will 
speak to you. And you hear My commandments, for I am gracious to you.' And that was the 
first Scripture, the first rhema I ever got, from the first Bible - RIGHT after my incredible 
conversion. I opened the Scriptures and started reading. And that is what I opened to, in one of 
these great big, giant family Bibles. 'In a pillar of cloud I will speak to you. And you hear My 
commandments, for I am gracious to you.'  Because the night that I was saved, a pillar of fire 
came down out of Heaven. And the Lord spoke to me for the first time there. And you can read 
about that in our conversion stories. Testimonies. 
 
So, it was nice to see that confirmation of my calling again from the Lord. After all this trauma. 
 
So, let's ask a question. How did this happen? Well, that's an interesting one, because it's been 
over a month and a half since I had passed the word along: C'mon, we need to get a new 
channel up, guys. A back-up channel. We'd been toying with it. And other things would come up 
and kinda get in the way. So, we weren't prepared when it hit. I guess experience is the best 
teacher. I don't think that's gonna happen again. In fact, we're planning on being on at least 3 
different venues, so you won't have this problem. But there'll be only one place where we'll 
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respond to comments, 'cause we'd be too much for us to go through all these different places 
to check what the comments were. 
 
On that note, if any of you would like to have a Still Small Voice channel on one of those venues 
and be responsible for posting the videos - get in touch with me and let me know. 'Cause I'd 
really like that. I don't want to put all the pressure on my staff to do that, because they are 
already loaded down. 
 
So. How did this happen?? Oh boys... Well, I got a notice Saturday morning that several of my 
videos had been flagged. For those of you who know my music, the song Swift Away, was 
flagged. That's about the Rapture. I wrote that song, I sang it. I did the instrumentation. I 
purchased the artwork - and it was flagged as inappropriate. And it 's been up for there years! 
So, your guess is as good as mine... 
 
The other ones that were flagged were "The Lord Teaches on His Church & The Immaculate 
Conception of Mary". They said that violated community guidelines... And I looked and looked 
and could see no reason whatsoever why that violated anything, except perhaps the enemy's 
fear of Our Lady! 
 
"When Giving Up Is Not An Option: Part 2" - that was flagged. "Curses & Assignments on All 
Christians Spiritual Warfare 12" - that was flagged. "Come, Enjoy the Lilies" - that was flagged. 
"Stand Firm—Evil Days Are Ahead, But Short Lived" - that was flagged, too. "You Have Won A 
Victory-Now Move Forward With Your Gifts!" - and that was flagged. "More Suffering… Have 
FAITH" and on and on and on...so you get the picture. These were flagged. For what?? I have no 
idea. 
 
I did protest it, but I don't expect them to relent. Some of these videos have been up for 4 
years, guys??? And I never heard a peep out of them? You know, I've got a history on the 
Channel. I've got two strikes - is it two strikes...or one? I'm not sure. One or two strikes in 5 
years. And now all of a sudden, they just come flooding in the door. That's highly suspicious. 
 
So, they also took the music channel down, of course, all of our original music. So they couldn't 
complain about that? Your guess is as good as mine. I can't figure out what they did, or why 
they did it. Except when I first started my Youtube channel, the very first message I got was a 
picture in my inbox. A photograph of Obama. He was standing, facing a mirror that was on a 
door. His back was to me, but he was facing the mirror and he was looking right at me. So, I 
took that to mean, 'I'm watching you!' And I wanted to say, 'What in the world are you 
watching me for? We don't bear arms. We live a clean life. We don't do drugs, we don't...you 
know?? What in the world are you watching ME for? And...I guess that Christians are on the 
doo-doo list. I don't know what else to call it... Anyway. It's all a bunch of doo-doo, that's for 
sure. 
 
So. It was eerie - to say the least. But the Lord told me when I got on the Internet, and did 
Heartdwellers, that I was going to be behind enemy lines. In fact, I had a dream about it. A very, 
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very funny dream. This little girl - we were flying in one of those, those big planes that drop 
parachute - people in parachutes out, you know? One of those big army things. I had on a 
pretty, pink party dress - and pink socks and pink shoes. Blond curls were all done up - and I had 
an umbrella for a parachute. And the Lord told me to 'jump!' So, I jumped! And I just floated 
down very gently. And He said when I landed, 'You are now behind enemy lines.' So, there you 
have that. That's pretty interesting. 
 
I guess they took down Alex Jones, Lana Vawser, too - and a bunch of other Christian channels. 
One of our prayer warriors said they have taken down every one of the channels that she has 
listened to for years. After I got over the shock, I had to wonder..."Me? Little ole me?" To be 
honest, for a moment I felt flattered that I was such a threat that they had to take me down.  
 
Maybe it was the kind words I spoke to the Satanists - maybe that got me into trouble. I don't 
know.  
 
In any case, we're back with a new strategy and you will be seeing me on several platforms, 
including on our website. And videos that are independently posted through our own system. 
That's going to take a little bit of time, but we are going to get an uncensored platform that you 
could incorporate into your website, and keep all your videos. And it's controlled by no-one. It's 
not a censored site. It's something that you buy and you use on your own website. So, we're 
gonna work on transferring every single video that we have to that platform. So that, when you 
go to our website, Heartdwellers.org, you will always see the videos up. They'll always be there. 
If Vimeo takes us down, then we'd still have the videos there. I don't expect to be taken down 
by Vimeo. We're not going to go against any of their laws or rules that I know of - I looked them 
over. But you just never know who's connected to whom and where the persecution is going to 
come from next. We don't know. 
 
So, please be patient. We're going to put playlists together, under the option of 'Albums' or 
groups on the Vimeo site. They also have Channels - and we haven't figured out what all these 
things mean. We're just testing the waters. At least now you have every video that I've ever 
posted. So, you've got them all. It's just that they're not real organized. 
 
They're better organized, I think, on the website. But you know what? Even on the website, I've 
told our webmaster I wanted to start grouping things together by needs that people would 
have. You know, Spiritual Warfare. Or Emotional needs. The need for Peace. The need for 
Comfort. The need for Faith. I want to start doing this. So, we'll be doing that on this channel, 
for sure. 
 
Vimeo has a lot more cool options than YouTube. Although, there is a fee. A yearly fee to pay 
for videos to be on their site. I'm happy to pay it, if it's secure and good. 
 
I can't tell you how much you mean to me, Heartdwellers. I don't know how to convey that to 
you. Well, you know, I complain sometimes about being too busy, and after I've answered all 
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the comments on the videos, I'm pretty tired. But, never again will I say-even a hint-of being 
tired of comments! 
 
I miss you so much! On Saturday morning, when I went to see who had posted what and who 
needed prayer - and none of you were there - it was very traumatic! Very, very hurtful. And 
when we get comments, I'm overjoyed to talk with each of you personally, and see what's going 
on in your life. And to put you on the prayer chain. And I missed that so badly over the 
weekend. I hope you'll start posting comments now on Vimeo, so that I can at least hear from 
you. 
 
We have a wonderful community of believers. The kindest, gentlest, most self-sacrificing and 
faithful - I could go on and on about each of you - you are so wonderful. It is indeed a rare thing 
on YouTube to see so much brotherly love. Very much like the Early church at Philadelphia. The 
on church that was promised to be delivered in the Rapture! Anyway, I am so honored to have 
you all in our community. 
 
Now the challenge is to get our audience back and make sure they can find us. So, please 
whatever you can do to help us, please do spread the word. The way it's written on Vimeo is 
Still Small Voice on Vimeo.com. 
 
Also, I'd love to see comments from you and get back into the habit of talking with one another. 
Vimeo's system, is pretty much the same as YouTubes, but with a lot more nice options. But 
what I miss the most is community and sharing under the videos, and prayer requests. I've been 
very grieved to miss all of the wonderful conversations that we've had under videos. 'Cause 
those all went down the tubes when they took the Channel down. 
 
So please, go to town with those! And we'll try to keep up visiting with you...joyfully!!!! Wow, 
you don't know what you have until you lose it. That's a very true statement. And I'm so happy 
to see you flooding back in on Vimeo dear ones. 
 
Welcome home again. I love you. 

 
The Lord is Restoring His Church 
November 4, 2018 

 
Oh, Lord, how inscrutable are Your ways! I am 
speechless over the 6 beautiful men & women you 
have brought to me for ordination. How beautiful 
the ceremony was. What You are doing is beyond 
my scope to comprehend. I cling to you, Lord, with 
all my heart and strength, to lead us in Your ways. 
Amen.  
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Well, we had a very special week on the first of November, which has been celebrated as the 
Feast of All Saints. Which I found really interesting. We'd been planning this ordination, and the 
only thing I didn't have was the date. And I was waiting on the Lord to give us the date. Two 
days before this Feast day, He told me that He wanted the ordinations to happen on the Feast 
of All Saints. So, everybody hurriedly got ready for that. And I think it's really appropriate, 
because the Lord is really teaching us to work with the Great Cloud of Witnesses in Heaven. To 
interface with them and join hands with them, in order to bring in the Harvest of Souls. They 
are there to help us! And this really brought home His purpose, when He chose this date. 
 
We ordained twelve people who have been qualified for quite some time, and were reaching 
out for ordination. And it blew away that out of all the invitations, we ended up with 12 
altogether. Six men and six women. It's the Lord's doing - I didn't plan it that way. 
 
And immediately following this, I found myself in a trial of discernment. And all of this was 
sparked by a visit from a very dear, special soul. A faithful Heartdweller for the last two years. 
And also, a priest of the Roman Catholic church, who left because of the corruption of the 
hierarchy. He couldn't take it anymore, he didn't want to be under it. And he came to visit us, 
which was a great blessing. 
 
But then, I also recalled Rome. And how far the Church had departed from the simplicity of the 
first Apostles. And wondered how the Lord saw our interaction with the establishment, so to 
speak. And it troubled my heart. 
 
So, I cried out to the Lord, 'Please, Lord. Will you speak to me, my heart is burdened. Oh, please 
Lord, let us all do the right things.  My Father, I remember when I wept over the church and 
tried to comfort You. Please, am I going in the right direction, or am I being too fearful of 
contamination?  There are so many beautiful traditions that are Scriptural, that I have little 
knowledge of and could certainly learn about from him.  I am longing to follow St. Francis in his 
evangelical simplicity. 
 
Father began, "My daughter, it is truly My plan that glamour and splendor do not shine forth 
from My churches, because they draw a certain element that is corrupt and insincere. This has 
been the problem from the very onset of Rome. The simplicity of My Son has not been honored. 
Because men respect splendor and riches, they honor the rich and look down upon the poor, but 
do not understand that My Son preached to the poor in simple settings, many more times than 
to the rich in luxurious settings where corruption was rampant.  
 
"These are the things of the flesh and you see now why I insist on simplicity with you and speak 
firmly against acquiring things of great beauty. The flesh and the Spirit are at war, Clare, on 
every front." 
 
And then I looked down at my hand. He had given me an amethyst Bishop's ring, a really 
beautiful ring. And when He said that, I said, 'But Lord. Then how can I wear this ring?' 
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Father began again, "That’s a long story. There are times when I wish to bestow an honor upon 
one who has proven themselves faithful in shunning riches. Even at the Temple, when the time 
comes, the riches resplendent with glory will shine forth from My Son and My presence. This will 
be in a climate that does not vie for riches and honor but in a climate that all vie for the honor of 
servant-hood and lowliness. You have not exceeded those bounds in your chapel. So, you see, I 
do allow for the windows of Heaven to be open in a way that is pleasing to the eye."   
 
But I remember when You discouraged me about decorating it any further. 
 
Father continued, "As a warning to you, to reel in the desire to be affluent. Your chapel was 
pleasing to Me, Clare. Truly it was. How sad it is gone. But you have retained the essence in the 
space you now have. Greed and entitlement enter in and the corruption begins. Only the 
seasoned and unattached who are anchored to Me can withstand the grips of affluence. And of 
course, those who have chosen this poverty lifestyle. When My Son returns, this wealthy 
adornment of churches, will not be allowed. But for now, you are within the bounds."  
 
Oh, Father. I know I am not perfectly detached, because I feel so badly about what will happen 
at the Vatican with all the relics. 
 
They have floors and floors, basement floors FULL of relics! I could just see myself in scuba gear 
trying to retrieve them after Rome has been thoroughly destroyed and covered by water. And 
that ugly spirit of acquisition would raise itself up and I would lose the simplicity that I had 
before. Which I love. 
 
Father continued, "Clare, there will be no relics of the saint’s body’s left on Earth. They will all be 
taken—right out of their reliquaries, I might add."   
 
I thought about it for a moment. We have a cross with bone from St. Peter, St. John, Sts. Mark 
and Luke, as well as fabric from Our Lady. 
 
‘Oh Lord, my heart is bursting with the desire to recall the treasures and wonders from Adam 
until now, and seeing them put in museums. But that, too, could be a distraction.’   
 
He continued, "I will send you out for the sheer joy of it, Clare. But I have other much more 
weighty matters for you to attend to."  
 
And I know you will give me the “weighty” grace to do a good job, right?  
 
Recently the Lord has sent us a precious, well-seasoned priest. A very kindly and spiritual man, 
that carries the mantle of traditions taught to him in Rome.  He came to us because he could no 
longer take the corruption and sin in the church.  
 
My greatest struggle is keeping intact the purity of Jesus' church from the first century. St. 
Francis of Assisi was before a cross in the church of San Damiano in Italy. The building had fallen 
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into ruins and the Lord spoke to him and said something on the order of, "Can you not see My 
church has fallen into ruins? Go and rebuild My Church."    
 
St. Francis, in his characteristic childlike simplicity, began recruiting helpers and bricks to 
restore the old church. But later it was revealed to him that the ruin was throughout the Body 
from the highest to the lowest believer, twisted by the distorted ways of the world, woven into 
His church which was seriously lacking in true faith and holiness.   
 
Jesus appointed him to go and restore the true values of the church, based on Evangelical 
poverty; purity without any corruption from worldly values. Everywhere he went he set the 
example by serving the lepers, shunning the palaces of the great, and tirelessly reaching out to 
the people with examples of holiness not seen since the days of Jesus and the early church. 
Thousands reformed their lives. Many of them became nuns and hermits, and sought to live 
this simple, devout life, while serving others.  
 
So here we are again, guys. Back where we started from. Embracing the "Way" as it was called, 
the Way of Christ in the early church. And I greatly fear being drawn off course by the ways of 
Rome. The laws, the rubrics, the religious spirits. Not a good religious spirit, but the one we are 
always combating on this Channel.  
 
Yet there are good things that Holy Spirit has initiated in the church. Such as the veneration of 
relics, the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, the role of Mary, the Great Cloud of Witnesses. And 
especially the true presence of Jesus' Body and Blood under the appearance of bread and wine, 
which He left to strengthen us.    
 
And most of all, this is the only church which can claim it was begun by Jesus. These are all 
legitimate and date back to the first century. 
 
So, how does one weed out those things that are of man and not God? As it is, Rome has 
carried forth much of the authentic tradition of the apostles and faithfully supported Holy 
Spirit's movements through the church. For instance, the charismatic movement. But in this 
wheat field, the enemy has stealthily sown tares over the centuries, which have overgrown the 
wheat—and now the field is only fit to be burned. Or so it seems... 
 
Only with His grace can we discern where to draw the line.   
 
So, this dear man shows up on our doorstep, and everything in me wants to encourage him in 
his mission. But the long shadow of Rome also looms behind him in the doorway. This is 
something only our Lord can remedy, only His grace can assure me that all is well and 
encouragement IS in order. 
 
With many tears, I sought the Father's counsel, because from the beginning of my vocation I 
had a burden to see the church restored to Jesus' way of ministry—which St. Francis lived in the 
1200's. 
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Jesus began speaking as these thoughts were swirling around in my mind. 
 
He began, "About Father. It is true he is a Roman in bearing, but he does have a soft heart that 
is very pleasing to Me. Don’t oppose him, Clare, truly his heart is for Me. Give him the 
cooperation he needs to step out into ministry and carry on the remnant church.  
 
"He may not recognize your priesthood, but I do. In Heaven, there is neither male nor female 
confinements. All are free to act according to the desires of their hearts, which I Myself have put 
there. 
 
"Don’t fret, little one. He feels more badly about it than you do.  Recount the indignities of My 
Being in My Passion, and you will feel right at home."  
 
Thank you, My sweet Lord. Please help me to do that. 
 
"I hold you tightly when you hurt, Clare. And I hurt with you. Don’t ever forget that."   
 
And at that point, I felt the responsibility to ask the Lord, 'What do you have for our 
Heartdwellers?' 
 
He began, "My dear children, I must tell you I am a God bereft of consolations, because of the 
condition of My Church. What I had established in pristine purity, man has consistently 
undermined and dragged through the mud of this world.  As I am selecting new men and 
women to fill the roles I established on Earth, it pains me greatly to see the degradation and 
confusion sown by the enemy.  
 
"Ezekiel and Clare have been empowered and appointed to bring new servants into the Church. 
Servants with My heart, servants with profound self-knowledge of who they are not. Servants 
that have no other agenda than to feed My sheep and rectify the heresies that will lead so many 
to Hell. 
 
"Neither of them are qualified for this position, and that is another explicit reason they were 
chosen. They have nothing on their own to offer; rather they weep before Me, begging for My 
assistance and direction. This makes purity much easier to maintain than having to direct one 
well taught by man and worldly principles. There is much error and wrong motive to combat in 
forming those souls to lead.   
 
"So, you have two ‘worthless’ servants who love Me with all their hearts—and all the rest is 
Mine.  
 
"The direction I am going in is far removed from the Vatican and what sprung up when the 
Church was moved to Rome.  It is also quite different than what was taken over by a budding 
Pharisee mentality that slowly crept its way into the Eastern Church at Jerusalem. The 
catacombs are more of a home for Me than any of these. Here, the raw reality of combat with 
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Satan and the world was lived every day.  Brotherly Love was paramount to survival and all 
things were shared equally. 
 
"The fabrics, the chalices, the accessories for the liturgy were earthy, plain, and simple—exciting 
no lust or desire for anything or anyone but Me. This is as it should be, everything common and 
within reach of the lowliest Christian. In this place, My Shekinah Glory descended upon the 
hearts that were utterly broken away from the world and grounded in self-sacrificing love for 
Me and their brother. 
 
"This is why I talk so much of suffering on this Channel. It bends and draws your spirit away from 
the carnal nature embedded in you since birth. It calls you away from distractions and things 
that make it impossible for you to stay focused on Me 24/7.   
 
"Can anyone attain to that, you ask Me? Well, My saints have through prayer and My Grace. 
Conquered that nature and care not what they wear, or where they live, or what they eat. The 
food they ate was not of this world. Rather, they were like Me." 
 
And when He said that, I was immediately reminded of the Samaritan Woman at the well. 
Beginning at John 4:27-38 
 
Just then his disciples returned and were surprised to find him talking with a woman. But no 
one asked, “What do you want?” or “Why are you talking with her?” 
 
Then, leaving her water jar, the woman went back to the town and said to the people, 
“Come, see a man who told me everything I ever did. Could this be the Messiah?” They came 
out of the town and made their way toward him. 
 
Meanwhile his disciples urged him, “Rabbi, eat something.” 
But he said to them, “I have food to eat that you know nothing about.” 
 
Then his disciples said to each other, “Could someone have brought him food?” 
 
( I wonder if they were blonde?? lol...) 
 
“My food,” said Jesus, “is to do the will of him who sent me and to finish his work. Don’t you 
have a saying, ‘It’s still four months until harvest’? I tell you, open your eyes and look at the 
fields! They are ripe for harvest. Even now the one who reaps draws a wage and harvests a 
crop for eternal life, so that the sower and the reaper may be glad together.  
 
Thus the saying ‘One sows and another reaps’ is true. I sent you to reap what you have not 
worked for. Others have done the hard work, and you have reaped the benefits of their 
labor.”  John 4:27-38 
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Jesus continued, "This is where I am taking you Heartdwellers who have chosen the steep 
mountains of Brotherly Love. There will be little left inside of yourself for you. Everything will be 
conceived out of the needs of your brothers and sisters to worship and know Me, personally, 
profoundly, and familiarly.   
 
"This, too, is why I am asking you to call upon the saints and angels. Engage this family, 
Heartdwellers. Do not let your unfounded fundamentalist fears keep you from embracing all of 
My Body in Heaven. They are sent to help you. They are equipped to help you.  
 
"Not as God answering your needs! No! As brothers and sisters answering your needs. They are 
just vessels. And why are they able to do this? Because I have equipped them. They were faithful 
on Earth, and so in Heaven they are given a much larger territory to provide for, through My 
provision to them. 
 
"You are missing out, you stubborn ones. You fearful ones.  You are missing out on the corporate 
Body and are so restricted to time and space that they are lost to you. I have opened the 
Heavens for you to walk in. You have only to put your mind there and you are there. Put your 
mind there and see who walks up to you and introduces themself! Then test the spirits as you 
test Me. You will find yourself surrounded by an eager group of brothers and sisters longing to 
enrich your life on Earth, that you may bring forth much fruit! 
 
"Understand that Heaven is your home. You are still connected to The Father, your source, by 
that invisible tunnel-like cord through which you will pass if you die. Do not allow fear to deter 
you. Rather, enter into high praise and worship and watch Heaven's veil dissolve as you find 
yourselves in the Holy of Holies with the Father.  
 
"For all other trips to Heaven, seek Me out in the most perfect place of your imagination, and 
reach for Me when I come to you. Take My hand and allow Me to walk the terrain of Heaven 
with you. 
 
"Times are descending upon you, even now as we speak, where the thickest darkness ever 
experienced on Earth is about to take place. I am talking from My perspective. But nonetheless, 
it is happening. And without these ties to the Great Cloud, without these relationships, counsel, 
guidance and provision I have given them for you—it will be much harder. They will still work 
with you, but the disadvantage will be that you don't acknowledge their presence or 
communicate with them.    
 
"Change this NOW before this darkness makes its final descent. Reach out to the Cloud and 
work with your brothers and sisters before things become critical.  
 
"And especially reach out to My mother, who has nothing but joy, kindness, and the intention to 
help you go deeper with Me.  She longs to make your journey into My Arms much shorter, but 
you must ask believing that she has been given this authority and that she will indeed meet you 
in that place. 
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"So, I am doing a major work building up My Church right now as the corruption is being torn 
down. No longer will I administer from Rome, but from Jerusalem. Prepare yourselves, My 
people. Purify your motives. Break up your unplowed ground to receive the new seed that will 
soon grow into My Church, restored on this Earth.” 
 

Abraham Speaks; Resurrection of My Church 
November 7, 2018 

 
Thank you, Lord, for the new hope, setting a new 
precedence and direction for Your Church and calling 
out for those who want to be a part of what You are 
doing in restoring the Early Church. Thank you for 
Your guidance and encouragement. Amen. 
 
Well, this is interesting! I came into prayer and I 
pulled three rhema cards. And one of them was 

'Abraham'. And I thought, 'Well, that's nice. Thanks for praying for me, Abraham.' Boy, am I 
shallow - or what?? 
 
But I felt a check in my spirit about moving on from that. I felt like, 'Well, now - wait a minute. 
What if this rhema card is an invitation to speak with Abraham?' Because obviously, the Lord 
gave me the card for a reason. And I've been kind of flippant and light and shallow going by 
these cards with the saints on them. And now I'm... I'm really taking them seriously. 
 
So, I stopped what I was doing, and I began to meditate. And I thought, 'You know? I would like 
to thank Father Abraham for the example that he gave.' So, I began writing to him, the same 
way that I would write to the Lord. And after a few moments - he began speaking to me! So, 
that's how this conversation took place. 
 
And then later on, Jesus came in and verified what had happened. 
 
So, I began, "Father Abraham, thank you for your prayers for us. Thank you for giving us the 
example to live—even willing to give up your son. This has been a steady lesson to me all my 
Christian life. Thank you. What marvelous faith you must have! Please share that with me, and 
pray for all of us to have your faith? Especially the family groups." 
 
And it's interesting because, for several days, I've been thinking about Abraham and Mount 
Moriah and the sacrifice. And Sarah not being pregnant. I've been thinking about that for days. 
So, it was interesting that when I got the Abraham card, I began speaking to him.  
 
It wasn't long. I saw him at my right hand, smiling.   
 
He began, “So, finally you recognized me, after all these years, Clare? Yes, I know the 
expression well, ‘Better late than never!’  (that's exactly what I was thinking!) Tell me, please. 
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How can you encourage interaction with the Cloud if you, yourself, do not yourself it? Never 
mind… I hear your answer and am just very happy you picked up on the invitation.” 
 
Thank you, Father Abraham, thank you.  
 
What was it like standing near the ocean and seeing the stars in the sky and grains of sand on 
the seashore, knowing that thus would be your descendants?   
 
And that comes from Genesis 22: I will surely bless you, and I will multiply your descendants like 
the stars in the sky and the sand on the seashore.  Genesis 22:18 
 
Abraham answered me, “Beyond my comprehension. Yet somehow, I knew Yahweh does 
exactly what He says He will do, and that is what I pondered in those moments: the enormity of 
His faithfulness and incomprehensibleness. I once remarked to Him, in those moments, ‘Yes, 
yes, Lord. I know You will do as You say! Yet it remains a marvel to me.’   
 
“Those, too, were hard times for me, Clare. Very uncertain times. The monotony of days and 
seasons passing by and still no child of promise. Don’t be too hard on Sarah. Every day of her 
life was a painful reminder that she was barren.  Every day I cried inside that we had no son. 
And yet, Yahweh insisted, ‘I will surely bless you. And I will multiply your descendants like the 
stars of the sky and the sands of the beach.’ Genesis 22:18 And I knew this was true. But I 
wondered, ’Is this a spiritual sonship—or true son of my loins?’   
 
“And of course, He revealed it was from my seed, the seed given me, that would bring forth my 
son. Yet I could never foresee the enormity of what He would do through Yeshua. And 
therefore, my sons and daughters were of the spirit through faith, as well.  
 
“How wonderful is our God, Clare! And truly, you are not just grafted in from your Gentile 
heritage; you have a very strong heritage as a Jew, at least 60%. This will not be evident by any 
genealogy search, which is still quite primitive and short on the knowledge of people groups 
and migration.  Just understand, it is no mere coincidence that your mother’s parents moved to 
Chicago - a HUGE Jewish community - and were factory owners, and you lived among the 
Jewish descendants. Your mother could never acknowledge that and knew very little until 
Heaven. Your father’s heritage was also very strong in this respect. 
 
“But what is most important is that you belong to Him with your whole heart and soul and you 
are a true descendant of Abraham. You truly are my daughter.”  
 
Oh, I am so fascinated with all of this! I would love to see a movie of my ancestry.   
 
“And you would recognize many things of your ancestry that are present-day personality traits. 
There are innumerable characteristics in your being that date back to the time of the Kings, and 
especially... Yeshua. You will, on that day, be quite amazed with your ancestry and will even 
laugh at the peculiar things you have in common today with your ancestors.    
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“My daughter, what I love about you is your unrelenting search for the Truth—even the whole 
Truth. And how much you long to understand the deep things of Yahweh. And because of this 
hunger, you shall be satisfied.  
 
"But understand, these days you live in. You are calling your brothers and sisters back to the 
Faith. And the peculiar charism of your faith, desiring intimacy with the Almighty. This is 
another mark of predestination and a calling card to your tribe. This was a striking quality of the 
Tribe of Yehudah …or Judah.”          
 
But I feel so insignificant and flawed… 
 
“But you cannot back-peddle or slip out of this framework in your DNA. It is there, forever 
having an effect upon your future—with the exception of the Lord’s transforming seed through 
Yeshua, when you receive the Sacred Mystery: the Body and Blood in communion.  
 
"Go forward with confidence, knowing you are indeed connected, too. Not only by graft, but 
also by bloodline. But most of all for you and all Heartdwellers—by Faith. I bless you all, dear 
Heartdwellers, for your faith is a sweet-smelling sacrifice to the Father." 
 
And then, Jesus began to speak to me. 
 
“Clare, do not be surprised at this visitation—for truly, I want My Church united, once and for 
all. The souls chosen to endure on this Channel are those who are endowed with mystical gifts 
and union with Me. There is no reason whatsoever for any of you to feel separate from Heaven.  
The only reason would be fear of hearing familiar spirits and not saints. But you have already 
passed that hurdle with Me, and you apply the same principals to the Spirit realm visitors. 
 
“Your greatest entrapment will come from neediness and pride. Needing to feel good about 
yourself, needing to be validated. But most of all, needing to put others down. You have been 
taught well on these principles, so you should know better. If you feel puffed up or vainglorious, 
that’s the time to suspect something unclean is testing you. If you feel peace and leave the 
conversation, ready to move forward with My plans for your life—that is a good sign. 
 
“It is utter foolishness for you to cast off communication with Heaven because Satan has 
familiar spirits that imitate angels. This is SO foolish! He has concocted this familiar spirit 
business to cause such fear that you will not communicate with the angels and saints. He has a 
counterfeit for everything, My people. And you must be seasoned enough in discernment to be 
able to plunge right into a conversation in complete confidence that it is Me or My servant you 
are speaking with. 
 
“Laziness is the main reason, next to fear, that people avoid going deeper in discernment and 
carrying on a relationship with saints and angels. And Satan’s suggestions that you will be 
tricked are easy to overcome, once you are established in discernment.”   
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Oh, and I wanted to share with you, right around the time of my conversion. When I left the 
New Age, I shunned the Catholic church—thinking the statues and saints and angels were all 
just familiar spirits. You know, 'cause here I am coming out of the New Age. But it was not until 
I bottomed out on the superficial teachings and the ways of life of the popular cultural churches 
that I was willing to consider that I might be wrong.   
 
And once I met Mary, Jesus’ Mother, that all ended. I was now hungry for these holy 
relationships that would help me move away from my sins and faults into a truly detached way 
of life.  
 
Jesus continued, “My Children, I am bringing this up to you, because I want to enrich you with 
everything I have given the Church, and the ways in which these graces have been handled. 
Though My Church has become worldly and political, nothing like what I created, she has held 
onto many of the sacraments (which are helps to holiness) and protected their essence.  
 
"Yet, weak men have used them to manipulate the people into giving absurd amounts of money 
for them. These and other deeply corrupted practices have given scandal and caused many to 
leave the good part of the Church. So, now it is My intention to restore what is right and pull it 
away from what is wrong and corrupt. 
 
“I am rebuilding My Church, choosing new apostles, appointing new shepherds and all of them 
must be Heart Dwellers. They cannot be legalists, Pharisees and doctrine-dwellers. They must 
first love Me with all their hearts, and then, love their brothers as themselves. I did not put my 
Disciples through 6 years of costly university training, which in the end, makes them worldly.   
 
“No, I went out to the poor on the highways and byways, and ministered healing and right 
doctrine. The doctrine of unconditional Love, meekness, service, compassion. And at the same 
time, demonstrating the power of God through healings and deliverances. I did not arrive in a 
Mercedes Benz, or a princely Arabian horse, but on the foal of a donkey.   
 
“How much clearer could I be in designating the character of My Apostles??? 
 
“So, now I am calling out to you. If you have been called to ministry, there is a place for you. But 
first you must be solid in your love for Me and your brother, and well-seasoned in discernment 
and the ways of Satan.  
 
“Think on these things, My beloved ones. Think, pray, and consider where you might fit in with 
My plans for the resurrection of My Church.  
 
"I am with you in this, standing by to anoint you with fresh graces to help you move forward.” 
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Be Nourished in The Ocean of My Love 
November 11, 2018 
 

Lord, when our wells run dry, You alone are the endless 
source of all we need. Thank You for the invitation to 
draw from Your substance. Amen. 
 
This morning was some beautiful soaking time, 
dwelling prayer with the Lord. He just held me very 
close, enclosed in His arms, my face buried in His 
chest—completely engulfed in His warmth and 
protection.   

 
And I thought, 'This is all I want. I just want to be hidden in Your, Lord. I just want to dwell in 
Your heart and be hidden in You.' 
 
Such a sublime place, I never wanted to leave. And with each song, it became even more 
wonderful.  
 
The Channel being taken down, the ordination and holy visitors have really thrown me into a bit 
of unfamiliar territory.  The man-pleaser nature has tried to budge me off my own path and I 
have been able to hold on, due to the kindness of the Lord, burying me in His Sacred Heart, the 
safest place to be. 
 
But this seemingly endless fatigue and mild pain have really brought me to a point where I felt 
like I couldn’t possibly go on. Everything seemed so bland… But those things that didn’t, I did 
not have the strength to do.  I feel like I am slipping and there is no longer any hope for me to 
complete my mission. 
 
And here I am, guys - just promising the Lord, 'Two years, Lord. Two more years, Lord, and I'll 
finish these songs that You gave me to do!' And I've been paramountly frustrated, trying to do 
that!  
 
But I think I need to understand - there are seasons. And right now, my energies are needed 
somewhere else. But I'm coming clear again, and I'm seeing any open field place, where I can 
really enter into my music. 
 
Well, Jesus broke into this endless stream of muddy water flowing through my mind.   
 
He was emphatic. “We are going to do this.” He said in a tone of unwavering conviction. “We 
are going to succeed. And we are going to do this! But you must draw your power and strength 
from Me. From right here, in My heart.  
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"Worship and soak Me up, Clare! Fill up on Me. Let there be an endless infusion of My strength 
for you to complete your mission. Let there be an endless stream of My Love that tells you that 
you are on the right track. And let that Love captivate you and spill over into songs, to bring My 
Bride Home to Me.  
 
“Really. If you drink fully of the cup of My Love each day, you will have what you need to finish 
everything on your plate. If you skip this time, you will grow weak and scrawny, like you have 
felt recently. It is possible to draw off all the energy and power you need from Me. I have made 
this possible for all who are deeply committed to fulfilling their missions on Earth. An endless 
amount of strength, inspiration, and love.”   
 
Lord, I just feel so discouraged, because when I sit down at the piano, I'm so out of sorts with it, 
because I haven’t practiced. Can you please help me with that? 
 
“Your job is not an easy one, but I did not call you to do this without My anointing and strength. 
You rely much too heavily on yourself. Forget what you have or don't have! Your storehouse is 
down to the dregs. Rather, immerse yourself in Me and absorb My storehouse of energy, 
inspiration, love, endurance—because I surely have more than enough in My being to meet 
every need.   
 
“But you forget to ask, Little One…  
 
lol... yeah. 
 
“You wait too long before asking. Ask constantly; continually. Stay bonded and centered in Me 
and you will have more than enough. More than enough. And yes, follow My directives about 
swimming and exercise." 
 
That was running through my mind as He said that. I get lazy sometimes... 
 
“Heartdwellers, what has occurred in Clare’s life in the past two weeks is enough to take anyone 
down. But because of your prayers and faithfulness, she is recovering—she and her Team 
members. But I say to all of you: this Well needs continual prayer to keep the Living Waters 
flowing from the deep. So, I ask you to be faithful in praying for her and the Team.   
 
“The enemy has planned many, many, detours and distractions, attacks and situations outside 
of her control.  But your prayers for her have neutralized much of the pain they were hoping to 
inflict. And here she is, still standing with a great deal of help and grace from Me. 
 
“Let that be as a lesson to you all. I can walk with you through every kind of attack planned by 
the enemy when necessity arises. Keep your hearts and minds pure from evil thoughts of 
retaliation and judgment. This is what the enemy tries to use to separate you from Me in your 
own minds and hearts.  
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“And you know how I detest judgment!! It is a trap for stripping souls down to nothing and 
leaving them bankrupt.  So, do not retaliate or think thoughts of retribution. Rather, pray for 
these people who do unfair and unjust things to you. 
 
“The very last thing Satan wants you to do is complete your task on this Earth. Therefore, he 
comes at you from numerous directions to steal your energy, your life’s substance and leave you 
naked and bleeding in the road. No matter what he does to you, remember: it is not the people 
involved that did it as much as it is the enemy that is using them, unknowingly, to destroy the 
adversaries of the kingdom of darkness. 
 
“Your loyalty in caring for Clare and the Channel, and following her to this hidden corner in the 
world—your loyalty makes it possible for Me to continue to use her and bring you the most 
precious gifts in My Kingdom. There have been many tests of loyalty to Me and this Channel, 
and those of you who have remained, I will reward beyond your imagining. The reason being, 
you have proved yourselves faithful in the little things—therefore, I will shower you with the 
greater. This is a law in My Kingdom: be faithful with the little, and the greater things I will 
entrust to you. 
 
“Your country, right now, continues in turmoil. Although essential changes are in the works, it is 
still a dark day in the history of America. Breakthroughs are coming, but not without difficulties. 
Pray always for your nation, dear ones. Pray that good will triumph over evil, which runs deeper 
in this nation than you can even imagine. If you could see right now the staggering evil that 
reigns on this Earth and in this nation, your brain would go on overload and you would be totally 
amazed that the Earth is still here; that this nation is still here.   
 
“But then, if you could see the forces of good that are much greater—the angels and saints and 
everyone of you who are not asleep—you would understand that there is Hope, and for the 
greater good, I have given more Time.  
 
“Yet, My Father has been sorely tempted to exclaim, “Enough!”  Your will to do good, to pray, 
and make a difference has softened His heart about bringing the judgment down. If you 
continue in this posture, we will most surely see improvement. And remember: as America goes, 
so goes the world. 
 
“I know that many of you have operated to exhaustion. Then beyond that, on your reserves—
and are at the very bottom of your resources: mental, emotional and physical.  That is why I am 
telling you, there is an endless supply of strength from My Heart. You are Heartdwellers, and I 
want to see you make use of this strength. Only ask, My dear ones, and then dwell with Me in 
worship and I will fill you to overflowing.   
 
“When I do this, however, I do not want to see you wasting it on your personal pursuits. I want 
you to guard it and use it only on the building up of the Kingdom. To whom much is given, much 
will be required.  
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“So, come. Draw close to Me. Renew your spirit in Me, your strength and inspiration tempered 
with endurance. You need this desperately to endure. Come and ask for this, then use the graces 
faithfully and you will see how great your God is in you.   
 
“Come. Waste not another minute.   
 
“Come, swim in My heart. Sit at My feet. Rest in My arms. Adore Me, My people. And through 
this worship, we become one in ways you cannot imagine. Very much like what happens when 
wood is turned to stone; the nourishment in My heart is infused into you and replaces every cell, 
making it turn from finite to infinite. From deterioration to everlasting.  
 
“Even as wood becomes petrified, because its substance is replaced with nourishment that turns 
it to stone. Even so, I strengthen every fiber of your being through this process of dwelling and 
worship.   
 
"The reading and dwelling on Scripture is also life-giving and renewing, because these words 
came from My Heart for you. And to dwell in and upon them gives great strength; renewing life. 
But always be ready to release that thought to swim in the Ocean of My Love when I lift you to 
Myself.   
 
“All of these things are tools, like the rungs on a ladder, that bring you into the 
incomprehensible Glory of My Love for you. So, in that moment when the last rung is reached, 
and before you I have opened My arms—be not afraid to jump into the Ocean of My Love, and 
release yourself into My Being. Where I will refresh you. And where we are One forever." 
 

Call for Help in Organizing Videos 
November 12, 2018 

 
Dear Jesus, please send us helpers to get everything 
organized. Amen. 
 
Well, I just got a word from one of our intercessors that 
we need to put out a call for help in organizing the 
videos. You know we have around 1,100 videos. And 
when people first come on the Channel, they don’t 
really know where to go to catch the essence of what 

we’re saying, what we have for them. 
 
So, we’re just real busily trying to figure out how in the world to organize these videos to help 
people find their way around. On YouTube we had playlists and they were awesome, but here 
we have a slightly different situation.  
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So, I’m putting out a call for any of you that want to help us on the channel, to organize the 
videos and get them in order into playlists. But I think we’re going to use something… Vimeo 
has something called Albums, that’s a little different, that you use for that. 
 
So, if any of you have any experience with that and would like to help, please leave your 
information in the reply section of this video. 
 
Thank you so much! 
 
The Lord bless you. 
 

The Lord’s Supper & Confession 
November 12, 2018 
 

Lord, please guide us in humility and flexibility as we 
follow You in restoring the essence of Your Church. 
Your Early Church. And bringing it fresh to hungering 
souls. Amen. 
 
Lately, we are working on the prayers for the Lord's 
Supper, trying to get to the nuggets and the very 
heart of that time that the Lord had with His Apostles 
before He suffered. And many of the original prayers 

are in the Catholic Liturgy. However, priests have been trained to be very official, ceremonial, 
with an air of elegance and authority. The Lord has been working with me on this for quite 
some time.  
 
And today, I had an experience that put me in the uncomfortable position of having to confront 
this "chasm of charisms"…so to speak. This huge difference between the Roman church and the 
way it was in Jerusalem on the night of the Lord's Supper. 
 
So, I was really struggling with this.  
 
And Jesus began to speak to me, “There is a challenge emerging here on how to retain the 
meaning I gave the Last Supper. From now on, you are no longer to call it the 'Mass'. You will 
call it My Supper. My intimate time with My Apostles. The meal I longed to share with them, 
even My very last few moments with them; My family gathered around the table. That is what 
this is. The ones I shared My griefs and sorrows with; My miracles.  
 
“I taught them, Clare, that they would be a family, and yet certain accommodations had to be 
made for those times when speaking to larger audiences. That is what you are unfamiliar with 
and is causing a grief inside of you. It was inevitable that things would get this way once Rome 
got involved. The simple, childlike ways were abandoned to capture the respect of the audience. 
A wall went up immediately." 
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You know the wall He's talking about is Doctor/Lawyer/Priest. That kind of wall. The class 
system wall.  
 
"I never intended this; I never wanted this. It goes with large churches. The synagogue, 
depending on its size, had its issues, too. 
 
“My people, I am reestablishing My Church in a way that reflects My Heart. You will notice that 
throughout My ministry I had a particular affinity for the poor and simple, the beggars and 
sinners. This gives you a glimpse into My Heart and the way I want to bring My Body and Blood 
to them. 
 
“I want this time to be a small, family affair. I do not want you copy-catting every stage of the 
Roman Mass. Rather, I want you to take My example as to how I did it, over the ways that men 
did it. Some things that were added were very good, like taking time to repent over your sins. 
However, I expected My Apostles to have done that on their own time and coming to the 
Breaking of the Bread with a resolved conscience, having spent the time necessary to be back in 
fellowship with Me if they sinned. 
 
“Now, I have not introduced confession to all of you yet. But I must tell you, this is a part of what 
I consider as your priestly ministry: to be available to those who have a burdened conscience 
and don’t know how to deal with their sins. They need guidance and consolation that I have not 
abandoned them. That is why I set this precedence for the Apostles. Those who were troubled 
and unsure could come to them, and they would examine the pressures they were under, and 
explain to them what was a sin and what was not. 
 
“Do you know one of the most used tactics by Satan is condemnation? Getting a soul to believe 
they have sinned, and are no longer worthy of being heard by God or close to God, is his most 
effective lie to separate a soul from Me. It worked 2,000 years ago; it worked 1,000 years ago—
and it works today. You who are called to the priesthood are called to come alongside a soul in a 
state of crisis in their conscience and help them understand the dynamics behind their feelings.  
 
“You are also responsible through the working of My Holy Spirit to draw attention to those 
things that are being skipped over. Do not give an absolution to one who is stuck in sin, and 
refuses to recognize it is a sin, or refuses to repent. 
 
“What is an absolution? It is, in a manner of speaking, like pronouncing a soul Kosher, after they 
have made a sincere act of repentance, hating their sin life and longing to be free from it. The 
soul, having been examined by the priest, is reassured that their sins are forgiven and they are 
returned to good standing with Me.  
 
"The absolution is a powerful, spiritual means of unseating the guilt and condemnation that the 
enemy has imprisoned them with. The pronouncement of “Clean before the Lord your God” is a 
powerful encouragement to the soul who has wounded themselves through sin, and the soul 
that has been captive to a way of life of sin.  
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"Now healing and reconstruction can begin. There is a resolution to live without sinning, to 
please Me over themselves. And when this powerful absolution is given, so is the grace to go 
and sin no more given. simultaneously.   
 
“Not only are they loosed from the bondage of sin, but they are also empowered to avoid that 
occasion and live for Me, wanting never again to hurt Me through bad choices.   
 
“Clare, this is why Heartdwelling, intimate, one-on-one worship and prayer is SO important. 
Unless the heart is converted to Me through love, the soul is weak against the temptations of 
Satan. I would say that one of your most powerful missions is to teach the absolute necessity of 
daily trysting time. Time where the Beloved is wrapped in My arms, breathing deeply of My 
absolute Love for them.  
 
“This love restores what was lost and broken. This love empowers the vision of life to the soul. 
This love conquers temptations to go down a lesser path. This love translates the soul from flesh 
and blood into living the life I live as Divinity. And the longer the soul remains wrapped in Me, 
the deeper and wider the reconstruction from earthly to heavenly takes place, bringing them so 
very close to living in complete union with Me. 
 
“From this place, wars are won—the worst of which is the war against one’s own carnal nature.   
 
“Oh, dear ones, this time with Me, resting in My arms—I cannot overestimate the power it will 
bring into your life. Those who habitually long for and practice this will have no need to drink 
from the River of Life or eat the leaves and fruit, because they will already have been 
transformed in My tender arms. 
 
“But since I have introduced confession to you, I want you to understand, first and foremost. 
Confess to Me, repent before Me. And then come to the priest for an empowering absolution 
against the temptations of the past. It is a great act of humility to tell your sins to another soul. 
But when you speak them out, a certain breaking of their ability to ensnare you takes place.  
 
"And the priest is endowed with a great grace to erase that sin forever.  
 
“Even as I have said, ‘Receive the Holy Spirit. If you forgive anyone his sins, they are forgiven; 
if you withhold forgiveness from anyone, it is withheld.’ John 20:23 
 
“I will give you the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven. Whatever you bind on Earth will be bound 
in Heaven, and whatever you loose on Earth will be loosed in Heaven.” Matt 16:19 
 
“Truly I tell you, whatever you bind on Earth will be bound in Heaven, and whatever you 
loose on Earth will be loosed in Heaven. Matthew 18:18 
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“Now I have made this clear to you. There is no excuse to say, ‘That’s just empty tradition…no 
one but God can forgive sins.’ That statement would put you in the wrong crowd, because that’s 
what the Pharisees accused Me of. 
 
"Dear ones, I will be teaching more on this in the future. This is just an introduction. But I 
wanted you all to understand that there is power in confessing your sins to a priest and 
receiving absolution. But first and foremost—confess your sins to Me and repent. Turn around in 
your life and go in the right direction. 
 
"I love you. I bless you and I am with each and every one of you." 
 
Well, that was quite a message from the Lord. And I just wanted to catch you up on what we're 
doing. 
 
We have weathered a blow and are back on track with Vimeo for the time being. We have lost a 
portal for donations and it’s beginning to affect our operations. So, if you have any idea as to 
how to increase our visibility for that purpose, I would be happy to hear it. We have a lot of 
people that depend on us for charity. We aren’t sure what to do, other than to pray. So, I do 
welcome your ideas. 
 
I would also like to add that one of our major prayer warriors, Mary Grace. M. G.—who went 
Home to be with the Lord a year ago, has made an appearance to Ezekiel. He lately has been 
suffering the Passion of the Lord. Sometimes two or three times a day. And it's been rough. 
Very rough seeing him go through that. 
 
But she came to him, just after one of those episodes, just shining in Glory from head to toe! 
And her new name is Christopher.  Christ Bearer. We asked for her to accompany us in praying 
for a serious medical condition, a woman who they say would be unconscious until 
Thanksgiving, and amazingly, two hours after we had petitioned and prayed with her over 
that—the woman woke up!  Wow.   
 
Thank you everyone for staying with us. Please pass the word on that we are here, so they can 
see we are still very much alive.   
 
Thank you. You are greatly treasured and loved, every one of you! 
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Infused Knowledge vs. Learning & Rapture of the Good—or the Bad? 
November 18, 2018 
 

Thank You, Lord, for making the distinction between 
the different ways of learning and guiding us in the 
most sure way to receive from You.  Amen. 
 
Well, my loved ones. This morning I was listening to a 
teacher that stresses the Love of God and takes great 
pains to reveal that—especially in the Song of Songs. 
And how very key it is in our relationship with Him. 
Love vs. condemnation and judgment. In many ways, 
his ministry is similar to mine, except he is 

EXTREMELY well-studied and intelligent. And I am afraid I'm just a high school drop-out which, 
many of you know.   
 
Well, much of what he said did resonate with me—except when he spoke of the Rapture. He 
said it was the evil ones that will be taken out, not the good. And he was citing, “as in the Days 
of Noah, so will it be”. I could not agree with that, mostly because the Lord has told us over and 
over again what His plans are. So, I came to Jesus, feeling the weight of his contradiction, 
coming from such a well-seasoned and studied teacher. 
 
I said, 'Lord, I don’t know what to think?'   
 
Jesus began, “Have I not taught you to always go to the Source? You must adhere to Me and 
what I have shown you when others make a proposition. You must always come back, deeply, 
into My heart. If something does not sit well with you, you must bring that to Me and I will 
clarify it for you.  
 
“To trust in men and ignore your inner witness is folly. No matter how qualified, how popular, 
how clever—always return to Me, My Bride, and seek out My interpretation.”  
 
But Lord, doesn’t that make me a person with a closed mind? Like I'm just not open to new 
interpretations? 
 
Jesus continued, “Not if you are willing to submit to My wisdom. I have already given you 
wisdom on the Rapture.  Many have that same interpretation, but it IS wrong. I am coming to 
gather My Elect, not the criminals. Don’t delve into the reasoning that brought him to that 
interpretation. Rest in Me and know that My words to you are true. I have changed nothing, and 
it is the good who will be taken, with the exception of the Guardians of the Faith, the Remnant. 
Which I am deliberately leaving behind.” 
 
Well, Lord, I don’t want to denounce anyone. 
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“And you are not; you are simply cleaving to Me. No one can accuse you of gossip or calumny 
against another preacher of the Word. You are simply standing on what has been imparted to 
you, with no condemnation against others. I want you to hold to the truths I have given and not 
be swayed by any human mind. 
 
“Clare, you are operating on another level with Me: infused knowledge. You know something in 
your heart, because I established it there. The voice of another you will not follow. 
 
“My children, I want all of you to be buried so deeply in My heart that I can infuse knowledge 
into you, just as it is in Heaven. Whenever you want to understand something, refer to Heaven. 
How is it in Heaven? Is there a language barrier? Do you have to wait to learn things? Is there 
judgment? Is there endless studying with the best library in the universe?  
 
"Or is there instant knowing. Instant knowing is infused knowledge. When you dwell with Me in 
My heart, that is where all wisdom originates. There is no need for external lights, because your 
inner being is completely infused with light.  
 
"That doesn't mean you can't browse through the libraries of Heaven. Everything that you'll find 
there confirms what I have infused into your heart and understanding. 
 
“How many times have I told you the accumulation of knowledge leads to Pride—but Charity 
edifies? If you walk in My Love, My Charity, and make that your main focus as Ambassadors of 
Love—I will see to it that you have the wisdom you need to navigate and make the right 
decisions. From within you will flow rivers of Living Waters that will speak the essence of 
volumes, unflawed, because it is given from above.  
 
Jesus began, “Man’s intellect is limited in understanding. No matter how great the learning, 
there is always the factor of man. But Wisdom that is infused has no human factor; it comes 
directly from My Spirit. Therefore, without pride or privilege, you can receive this word meekly 
and stand upon it as long as it does not do violence to the Scriptures. Your insurance that this 
will be correct is that you are constantly dwelling in My Heart and I am constantly dwelling in 
yours. When you break fellowship by sinning, or withdrawing, or being distracted away from the 
pure Source, then you are liable to error.   
 
“I am not saying you are infallible when you receive the wisdom that is from above. There is 
always the chance that something will be taken differently than I meant it. So, you must 
constantly purify your motives, release and prune away those things that are yours in origin. 
Because the knowledge pours through the vessel, there is always a bit of coloration—either 
from your culture and upbringing, or your personal attachments. When you move in the 
prophetic, you cannot afford to have any personal attachments. 
 
“You know that it is true that there are more brain cells in your stomach than in your brain? In 
other words, the gut is capable of seeing Truth more clearly than the mind. Also the heart is 
nearby, and its influence is indelible, yet subtle, as wisdom is imparted to you. There are so 
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many secrets of receiving from Me, I could never cover them in one lifetime. Yet they are 
constantly at work in you, and that ‘gut’ feeling is a filter for them all.   
 
“For instance, your right hand may understand something you do not understand—and as a 
result, direct the body according to that knowledge. In a perilous situation, your hand may lead 
your body to do something you could not have thought of or communicated to your body fast 
enough. So your right hand, in a sense, takes over. And there are angels that at times will 
command your response, to deliver you from danger.  
 
“Oh, Clare. The ways in which you receive understanding are beyond comprehension and you do 
not have to know them. Trusting and acting from the heart is a sure way to do the right thing. 
‘Search me, O Lord, and see if there be any crooked way in me.’ And when I search, all the 
capacities within you to understand, they come to attention and respond to what I am looking 
at. Because your being is entirely dedicated to Me, every atom wants to comply with My perfect 
way of thinking, acting, and being.  
 
“That is why at times, when I give you a word like ‘pride,’ everything within your being stops to 
examine that dynamic within you. You feel it throughout your whole body. Your blood sugar 
drops, your breathing changes, your mind tenses up, your heart feels like it’s dropping into your 
stomach—and your bowels also react.   
 
“Oh, Clare, there are so many mysteries of the human body that no one understands. The inter-
connectedness is astounding.  
 
"Speaking on that, memories also can color your perception of a word or situation in the 
prophetic. And I coordinate all aspects of your being with this predetermined understanding. I 
know ahead of time how you will react, and choose My thoughts to you carefully. Sometimes 
you repeat My thoughts word for word, verbatim; other times you must sift through the many 
meanings, searching for the one that applies. 
 
“And where does it get pinned? In your heart. That’s where you feel the confirmation. 
Understanding that the heart and stomach are so connected that it is difficult at times to tell the 
difference. But you know when something feels right and when it feels ‘off’. These are tools I 
have given you, and as you work with them, you become more accurate in assessing situations, 
to know the truth and not a lie. 
 
“I wanted you to know these things, because each day brings new challenges in choices. Always 
choose for the heart.   
 
“Speaking of which, what has happened to your music? Did I not tell you to make other things 
subservient to this call?” 
 
Lord, how could I have done this differently, with the appointment of a Bishop and the 
ordination of more priests? As it is, I don’t think I have done as good a job as I could have. I 
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wanted to get back to each one, to give them one-on-one personal time, and I haven’t 
answered any correspondence in 4 weeks. I am beginning to feel guilty about that. 
 
Jesus, continued, “My dearest, Clare. You have been over-the-top in work, and I am not faulting 
you for that. I only am trying to get you to get your perspective back. I love to speak with My 
People. I love to put a new message up every day, and I do work with you to that end. But when 
that is done, I want you with Our music. There is still a hesitation and stalling about you before 
you jump into it. I want that gone. When you are done with the message, turn on the keyboard 
and work. When you’ve exhausted that energy, answer e-mails and comments. Music comes 
first, after the essentials." 
 
And the essentials there, He means, are basically prayer and the message. 
 
“My Precious Family of Heartdwellers." Jesus continued. "I do not want you to hold against her 
the fact that she has not posted a message, a song, or returned your communication. Rather, I 
want you to pray very hard for her that her angels will help her get the work done with music.   
 
“You have enough teachings to sift through when she cannot get a message to you. You always 
can earn more from My words to her in the past when you go back over them. So do that, and 
read Scripture, worship and pray. The word will come to you as soon as I can give it to her.   
 
"Go back and get Rhema messages from the website. 
 
“Remember, it has to go through an editing process with Carol, which usually lags a day behind. 
So, help her, My people. Help her with your prayers and especially that she will finish her songs. 
She is capable of doing that. There are just so many other things she is trying to train others in, 
so she can go freely into music. Pray for her. Pray for this intention. Pray against distractions.    
 
“I say to you, a message is powerful; a song is 10X more powerful. It is no mistake that the 
Psalms were sung. And that’s why the demons attack her with distractions. Her sense of 
responsibility is very strong, very taxing. And sometimes the enemy uses that to make her feel 
guilt-ridden. When in fact, it is not humanly possible to cover all the bases.   
 
“Were I on Earth, I could not, because of the limitations of time and space. Pray for her workers 
that they will intuitively pick up on the need of the moment and cover for her. And I promise 
you, as you pray, she will turn out songs that will melt your heart and strengthen you every day.   
 
“I need your help for her. She is only human, and a weak one at that. As she rests in Me, 
drawing My Love to fill her empty places, songs and teachings flow out. But then they must pass 
through many stages to get to you.   
 
“What YouTube did to her was despicable and uncalled for, but the devil never plays fair. It is by 
attacks such as these that you will come to know and understand this is not a superficial 
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ministry; it is gaining on the kingdom of darkness, and so it is targeted, more than any of you 
know. 
 
“So, I am asking of you, My Faithful and Beloved ones, shore her up with your prayers. Dwell in 
My Heart always. Pray for infused knowledge. And hone your skills of discernment by detaching 
from every earthly affection, that I may lead and guide you into My perfect will every day. That 
you might have understanding and love to impart to others. 
 
“I bless you now, Faithful Ones. May you triumph over your flesh. May you cast to the ground 
every vain thought and tendency towards Pride. And may you dwell in Me with all your heart. 
 
“I impart these graces to you now. I impart these graces to you now from the Throne of My 
Heavenly Father. Amen.” 
 

Update & Mary Grace Visits from the Cloud 
November 19, 2018 
 

Dear Jesus, establish us in Your grace and strength and 
help us to love and pray for those who persecute us.  
 
Well, my precious family, I want to give you an update 
on how we are doing. As you know, being taken off 
YouTube was traumatic and because of your prayers and 
support we were able to keep going, in spite of this loss. 
But we all know, God turns what is evil into good and so 
we are anticipating the best.   
 
I have heard from some sources that many of these 
Channels are owned by the same group of people, 
meaning that you can only expect persecution. So…we 

are planning for the eventuality of having to look for another home. But for now, we are here! 
 
Our ultimate goal is to have the videos on our own platform but still have another public 
platform to expose us to the public as well. If any of you are deep into how things work, would 
you please send us some suggestions? Thank you so much. 
 
And now, I just want to thank you for being faithful and help you to understand the last three 
weeks have seen many changes. Seasoned, deep souls have been ordained to follow in the 
footsteps of the apostles at the Lord’s Supper.  We have appointed another faithful soul as a 
bishop to reach out to those seeking ordination. He also is well trained in the basics of the 
Lord’s Supper and can help some get started answering questions and going deeper, really.   
 
If you are interested, and have written to me, please forgive me for not writing back. Remind 
me! 
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Dear ones, in the midst of these changes, Ezekiel has been in some serious intercession for 
weeks. Sometimes the Lord lifts the burden and he feels great and is up and about.  And for the 
most part, right now, he is on his back in intercession with pains that have absolutely no 
correlation to anything in his body. It's just like, he gets hit with pains in different places. And 
it's not about sickness, it's about suffering. It is quite amazing to see the joy He experiences in 
constantly being before the Lord, even when things are painful or difficult. 
 
He has also been visited by one of our prayer warriors. Some of you may remember MG, or 
Mary Grace. The first three years on the Channel, she was very, very active. And she went on to 
be with the Lord.   
 
She came from Heaven and stood beside his bed and spoke with him about the new name the 
Lord had given her, “Christ Bearer". And she was covered in radiant light, with especially 
brilliant light coming from her heart.  
 
We decided to ask her to pray for one of our team who was in a coma, and not expected to 
come out of it until Thanksgiving. The day after we made that request to her, to join us in 
praying, the woman in the coma came out and was lucid, speaking to her husband. The doctors 
did not expect her to recover for at least another 3 weeks. And today, she was discharged from 
the hospital and went home!  How amazing is that! 
 
That's what I mean about working with the Great Cloud of Witnesses. It is SO important. So 
important. So amazing!!!   
 
This was a sign from Heaven that our precious MG is interceding for us down here on Earth. If 
any of you ask her to pray for an intention, and you get a miracle, would you please let us know 
about it. 
 
 But if you haven’t heard from me as much as normal it is because of all the paperwork involved 
in organizing. And I long to be in touch with you every day, to read your replies, to be edified by 
your kindness. And it's been really difficult, because the format on Vimeo is just not the same as 
YouTube.  It has been very hard for me to distance myself temporarily from you, to take care of 
the church particulars, but it seems now that I will be freer since the basic groundwork is laid 
and we have plenty of help. 
 
Please forgive me for not being online with you, guys—I really miss you! But as you can see, it 
has been impossible with all that has been going on, even here in Taos with the appointment of 
another Bishop. Who stayed with us for several days. He is a God-send. A very devout man, a 
Heartdweller for many years. Trained in Rome, serving in South America and the U.S. He 
understands the simplicity that we are striving for in our priests and in the Lord's Supper, and 
yet has a wealth of knowledge about how to go about certain things that need more wisdom 
than Ezekiel and I have. 
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So, that said, please pray for us. Thank you for continuing to donate, as well. This move has hit 
our donations hard and we are a little lower in income. We have several intercessors praying 
against the daily curses on our finances and I believe the Lord has covered us, because we are 
sacrificing for the poor. The Lord honors and protects our resources through these trained 
prayer warriors. 
 
I cannot tell you how much work we had put into that music site that YouTube also took down. 
But you can find us on SoundCloud now. And we're trying to get all our music up there. Clare & 
Ezekiel du Bois, Sound Cloud.    
 
Lord, please, give them some fresh manna… 
 
Jesus began speaking, "Children, children, do not doubt this move of My Father which is bringing 
together a new kind of priest to distribute the food to His children in the right season. I am so 
very tired of the scandal and disorder that has plagued My Church, and I long for a Church of 
victim souls, so humble they cannot lift their heads to point at another. So taken up with 
comforting and pursuing the lost with My Love, they have no time or interest in theological 
discussions.   
 
“Burning with charity, their hearts are set on bringing Me to others and teaching the ways of 
love and dwelling in My Heart. And as they are taken up with those tasks, have very little 
interest in money, expensive vestments, and elaborate churches. No, they are out in the ghettos, 
on the streets, in chat rooms, and on our Channel lifting up and encouraging the lost and 
hurting.   
 
"With the advent of electronic communications, you can reach so many more souls. And for 
those of you ordained, you can celebrate My Supper while lifting up their intentions. And I 
promise you, it will be very powerful to move upon the Father’s Heart. For you are having a 
memorial of what I suffered for mankind, and His Heart is moved to its depths to see Me that 
way once again.    
 
"My Blessed ones, we are in a war. Not only for your nation but for the whole world. We are 
fighting off the establishment of the Antichrist on Earth. But there will come a time when you 
are taken and others are left to fight and protect, as the Antichrist moves forward to begin the 
complete control and annihilation of the world.  You have only seen a very tiny tip of the iceberg 
when it comes to the control that will be leveraged on the world.  
 
"In the meantime, do all in your power to spread the good news and the unconditional love I 
have for all of you who are so very, very dear to Me. 
 
"I bless you now with the heart that is persevering, long-enduring. Generous. Kind. 
Unjudgmental. Always looking after the needs of the poor around you. And sincerely lifting My 
Body and Blood up to the Father in Heaven, to bring about the sanctification of many." 
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We Are in a War 
November 20, 2018 
 

Thank You, Lord, for helping me to understand how to 
better use my day. And also, how to stand strong and 
fight the enemy’s attempt to silence our Voice. 
 
My precious ones, losing two Channels in two weeks 
has been extremely taxing on all of us! But God is with 
us, and His words will not be silenced. His love will not 
be stolen by the enemy. Rather, we have to man up 
and keep going. We have too much to live for! No 

laying down and quitting, only soaking up Jesus and moving on into new territory.   
 
I had Ezekiel’s song put up today, because the Lord played it for me during worship and it really 
spoke loud and clear. So, I wanted to share that with you. God will make a way. God will save 
and protect us. And what looks like a detour is actually a short-cut to His perfect will.  
 
And you guys know me pretty well by now! So, an excess of activity normally means I can't get 
everything done. But as usual, I am struggling to keep up with it all. And because of that, I have 
had to let some things slide. I feel so badly when I can’t do it all! So, our precious Lord, knowing 
this, addressed it and restored my peace. 
 
Jesus came to me at communion.  
 
He began, “I am so pleased with all your efforts. I know how hard you are trying, My dear Clare. 
I know the weight of guilt you operate under every day, because you didn’t get enough prayer 
time. Or if you did, you didn’t get time for music. I am so tired of seeing this cycle and I want to 
break it. 
 
“When you come to Me in the morning, gently slide into worship for a little bit. We can do a lot 
of worship at other times. You are right in your understanding of how important worship is to 
Me, and in Heaven you will have as much as you can take. But here, right now, you do have 
work to do. And if you linger for two or three hours every single day, your day passes you by. No 
more than 1-hour worship." 
 
Wow. That was a revelation. And I'm not saying that's for everyone, but He's drawing a line for 
me, because of the complexity of the things I have to do. And the amount of work, the volume 
of work. 
 
He continued, “Then I want you to go into intercession, lifting up those who have needs, in 
preparation for My Supper, but not starting quite yet. You haven’t been able to get your prayers 
in, and this is not good. So, go ahead and pray.  
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"Definitely the Binding Prayer—this does so much to destroy the plans the enemy has for your 
day. Skip this? And your day will be a failure. In other words, Beloved—DON’T skip this. Satan 
has made inroads because of it. Cover your website and other internet sites. THIS IS 
IMPORTANT. There are certain aberrations the enemy is making to short-change your viewing 
audience. I want this to stop. You must take authority over it. Beloved." 
 
And I had to look up 'aberrations.' It's 'unwanted actions. Things that twist or distort.' 
 
Yeah... I know I've had a heck of a time trying to find where we are now on Google. So, 
apparently, they've done something with Google to really hurt us in that regard.  
 
So, if you've noticed, Vimeo has taken us down. They said that WE deleted the site! 
 
Jesus continued, “I know how you hate to fight, but the enemy has been kicking you around like 
a soccer ball. You are not a soccer ball! You are My Messenger. I want this to stop. You have SO 
much more authority over him than you have claimed. He is a sorry loser—and you are a Queen 
in My Kingdom. So there is no excuse for what is going on.     
 
“On that note, Heartdwellers, you are all Kings and Queens in My Kingdom. I have given you the 
authority, given Me, by My Father. Sadly, you are not using half of it. Wake up! Use your 
swords; use My Blood and My Name to rout the enemy.   
 
“Is he sending demons to cause distractions to keep you from prayer???" 
 
Oh, boy... That's been me for the last few days. 
 
"Don’t let this go on day after day. Engage him, head on, and make him stop. Use your angels 
for backup.   
 
“For instance, ‘Satan, I bind you in the Name of Jesus Christ. I bind your operations against me 
and your spirits of Division, Distraction, Frustration and Hopelessness. You MUST stop 
interfering now.’  Then call upon your warring angels to see to it that it is executed.  
 
“Do not let him get away with this, Clare. If he tries to continue, come right back after him until 
you’ve convinced him that you are serious and will not allow another move against you. He will 
stop, but you must take complete authority and not allow him to continue. Pray in tongues, and 
do not stop until you are free." 
 
On that note, I just went to boot up Protools to record this for you, and twice in a row it quit on 
me before I could do anything. So, I started praying in tongues. And the third time it booted up. 
So, use your tongues. They are so, so, so powerful! 
 
Jesus continued, “That is the problem with most of you. You say a couple of prayers and the 
devils know how lazy you are, so they jump right back in—and you let them! Cowards and 
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Slackards cannot inherit the Kingdom of God in the power you were appointed to have. You 
must press in and do not take ‘maybe’ or ‘no’ for an answer! Pray until you get compliance. 
 
“At first, that will be more effort than you are used to. But it will be worth every bit. Day after 
day, when Satan sees you are serious, he will flee much sooner—knowing that you are NOT 
going to back down. There are consequences to interrupting and harassing My servants in the 
line of duty. Use them! Go on the offensive. You have the authority to do this.   
 
“These are evil to the core of their being and you have no obligation to be polite or permissive. 
And every obligation to protect this work I have given you, using all the force and attack 
necessary to put them on the run.   
 
“So, what I am saying is that I am tired of seeing your days go by without accomplishing what is 
in your heart. Although, these days have been more challenging, because of those who have 
come against you.  
 
“My remedy for you, My precious Bride: an hour of worship, intercession/tongues, binding 
prayer, Divine Mercy Chaplet and connect with My mother on a deep level. She will pray with 
you. She longs to help you, Clare, because she sees the offensive launched against you by too 
many to name. You would not be getting this kind of opposition if your Channel was not taking 
ground from the enemy. 
 
“Do your best to worship and connect with Me in the time I am allotting you. There'll be other 
times for worship, when you can spend the whole day with Me, or the whole night. But when 
you have work to do, you have to cut it short. 
 
"Then, after you worship, pray and intercede. Use your tongues. Then the structured prayers 
you've been given. And then, My Supper.  From there My Love, GO STRAIGHT INTO MUSIC. I did 
not tell you I would surround you with songs of deliverance for no reason. (I just got that 
rhema....) We are going to take this ground back. You will have to defend it, sword in one hand, 
microphone in the other. But we are GOING to take it back! 
 
“Now ,to all of you, Heartdwellers. The enemy is launching major offensives against marriages, 
communities, web sites and any enterprise that goes against the kingdom of darkness. If you are 
successful in reaching souls, you will be stricken with curses that you HAVE to fight off! 
 
"You cannot be casual in your spiritual warfare! You MUST cover yourselves, your family, this 
Channel—and especially, Clare and Ezekiel. I promise you wonderful teachings are coming, 
because you ARE covering them.   
 
“But, there is a laxity in the whole Body of Christ right now about praying. Many are tired of 
fighting. Distracted by the holidays. I have given you the answer to the weariness—infused 
strength from Me during worship. Grab hold of Me and don’t let go until you have deeply 
connected and feel refreshed to carry on Our work together. 
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"Whether that work be raising children, being a good wife and mother or being a good father. 
Or that work is in publishing or the Internet—you need to fill up on Me before you can tackle it. 
 
“This requires discipline. This is the reason: this is the season of parties, eating, drinking and 
making merry. Satan has also fanned those flames with his demons. Demons of Avarice, Lust, 
Gluttony—so you are fully distracted and in the world.  
 
"I do not approve of this excessive lifestyle during this season. It does nothing to glorify Me. 
Look after the orphans and widows. Celebrate the true meaning, but please do not try to use Me 
to justify your credit card debt. Buy your family the things they need during other parts of the 
year, and make Christmas more holy, focussing on Me and the poor.  
 
“This will multiply blessings to you, My people, rather than the consumerism that is cursing you, 
and has devoured your spirituality every Christmas. One little token gift to commemorate My 
Birth is acceptable—but not this excessive spending, eating, and drinking. Make this Christmas 
something worthy of Me, not an excuse to go into debt. To be eating and drinking to excess that 
has marked your past holidays. 
 
“In Heaven, We celebrate the meaning of My Incarnation. We make it a time of great joy and 
hope, a time to celebrate the gift of salvation and Heaven and the fellowship of the Saints. The 
date is not what is important. It is what I have done to return you to the Kingdom of My Father.   
 
“And as little children hear the story and receive something special, they remember fondly this 
time of the year. A time of wonder as they grow older. It is still a time to celebrate. A time of 
wonder that points to the WONDER of WONDERS: My birth, to save their souls. 
 
“I am with you, dear family, in this turbulent time. If you didn’t know you are in a war before 
Clare was banned from two sites, you know now. It calls for greater effort in support and prayer, 
staying together, and not allowing the enemy to divide you.   
 
“I am with you. I will strengthen you and uphold you. Even now I am preparing the gift of 
Perseverance and Focus to those who will seek Me. You, dear Heartdwellers, are the heart of My 
heart.  
 
“I bless you now with all that you need to cleave to Me and bring forth good fruit.” 
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Rapture Warnings, Prayer, & Unconditional Love 
November 22, 2018 
 

Lord, we know this is the season for the Rapture. But 
the day and the hour are not ours to know. Please, 
keep us ready for your return any time.  Please don’t 
allow the holidays to pull us completely off track. 
Amen. 
 
Well, it's that time again, dear ones. When the 
holidays come around. And one of the most 
important things I want to stress to you is making 
good memories with these holidays. We just don't 

know how much longer we're going to be here. But what we want to leave behind are peaceful, 
happy and joyful memories. 
 
So, please. Avoid any topics that are going to set people off. Change the subject. Be kind, 
patient, loving. Defer to others. We really do want to make this a time of Peace and Love. And if 
the Lord does take us, they'll have something sweet to remember. 
 
Now, we are living in the times the Lord is calling, “Conditional.” In other words, how are we 
handling our time and dedication to the Lord and this nation? How are we living—for ourselves 
or for others and for the Lord? These times are fragile and unstable. At any moment, we could 
be called to the front lines in prayer because of the blindness that so easily pulls us away from 
God.   
 
If we pursue ourselves, the chances are good that things will end more swiftly. If we pursue the 
Lord and prayers for our nation, and care for others, the extension on our time will continue so 
we can finish what He has given us to do.     
 
Well, it's hard for me, I'll be honest with you. We keep getting Rapture readings, Rapture words 
all over the place. Rapture rhemas. Rapture readings in the Missal that I use. Just... you know. 
Rapture dreams. I think 4 or 5 prayer warriors have reported Rapture dreams recently. Plus, 
Rapture words, which means the dream is a warning and the confirmation is in the rhema 
words that we get on top of that. 
 
And I have to tell you, it's really confusing to me. It's unsettling. Although one thing I do know—
He wants to find us working for His Kingdom when He comes. So even though He speaks 
continuously about the Rapture, He also wants to make sure we don’t slack off on our work 
because there’s no more time. Far from it! He wants us working until the very last moment. He 
wants to find us pressing in and doing His will. 
 
Now, last night Ezekiel got an urgent prayer request from Father God, and no matter how hard I 
tried, I could not connect with it. Nevertheless, I prayed the Divine Mercy Chaplet before I went 
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to bed. It turns out that several people suffered last night in intercession. You all probably can 
guess what my response was... 'How come I didn't get to suffer, Lord?' Guilt. 'Why can’t I feel 
this burden and connect with it?' 
 
Wow! Do you ever get frustrated that way when you hear people say they are so burdened for 
something, and you don't have that same burden? And you feel like, 'Well. Am I off the track 
here? Or what's going on?? Why am I not connecting?' 
 
So, that's the place I came into prayer. That was where my heart was when I came into prayer. 
 
I began, "Lord, I really don’t understand what happened last night, when I couldn’t get a 
confirmation on how urgent that prayer request was?? Please, would you help me to 
understand? Was I being numb or stubborn or selfish? Please, do not spare me words." 
 
Jesus began, “Last night was a warning of a clear and present danger. One spark, that’s all it 
takes. One spark and the enemy was trying to bring to a head a confrontation that could really 
backfire on this nation and the world.   
 
"There are certain people I call upon to stand in the gap in times like that. I know you would like 
to be one of them, but your main job is not intercession. Clare, don’t be jealous of others who 
get that assignment. Do your best when you hear it, but understand I have a whole network of 
intercessors who are on it.”   
 
He continued, “I had just established a direction for you and your mind was understandably on 
that. Therefore, it made no sense to you. Yet the danger was real, and I had others to cover it. I 
would have told you if I wanted you to call up the Heartdwellers. But I didn’t. Did I?" 
 
Not that I was able to perceive, Lord. 
 
"Because I had others in mind to cover it. You can’t do everything, and there are many times I 
work differently with you than with others. There is no condemnation there. You can’t possibly 
do it all. So please, let that go from your heart. Satan would like to stick it to you with false 
accusation. Don’t respond; ignore him. This was for Ezekiel and others. I have them all over the 
world you know…" 
 
Sorry Lord, I was lost in my potential guilt just now. Thank you for clarifying. 
 
Jesus continued, “However, I do want you to mention that this season calls for extra vigilance in 
prayer and spending.  My people tend to go overboard and get sucked into materialism during 
this season." 
 
Oh boy... I know about that! 
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"...and I am asking you, My precious ones, please keep this holiday for My glory and honor. 
Please do not go overboard on cooking and lavish preparations. Because remember: you are in a 
war. And if you are overindulging in the flesh you will not be alert to pray when it is needed. The 
enemy knows well how distracted you get and is going to use that against you IF you are not 
careful. 
 
"Remember also that the time I have given is conditional." 
 
He's talking about the two-year extension I just got from Him, I think a couple weeks ago. 
 
"And I need Americans to be alive and responsive to their country’s needs. I need all of you to 
continue to pray for your President’s safety and the success of his administration. As well as 
against war breaking out.   
 
"Your greatest protection is prayer, taking care of the poor in your environment, as well as 
around the world. The goodness of the American people has brought millions into the Kingdom 
of God. And for this reason, as well, I treasure her.   
 
"But when a country becomes prosperous, it tends towards decadence and dissolution; 
selfishness. And is covered up in pleasures of all kinds. That is the beginning of the end of that 
nation. So, do not in any way think that prosperity is the solution to your problems. No, it is 
justice and equality as well as providing opportunities for others. Charity. Generosity and 
upholding ethical standards in your own behavior.  
 
"And putting Me in first place. That is your greatest protection.   
 
"Honor Me. Serve Me. Worship Me. Obey Me—and you will live out the days of opportunity 
before the Tribulation begins. Live a slovenly self-serving life of excess, indulging in immorality 
and injustice, and you will never finish the good I have for you to do until the hour of greatest 
darkness is upon you. 
 
"No nation has a defense system that will prevail if My hand is not upon it. It is I who set up 
kings, and I who dethrone them. It is I who guard the gates of a nation and defeat the plans of 
the enemy. This I do for the nation that honors and obeys Me.   
 
"Let My Love watch over your hearts and minds and continually remember My needs. Be kind to 
those around you that you do not understand. Do not stereotype anyone nor condemn or judge 
or criticize them. You do not know what is inside them, their woundedness, their dreams and 
desires and the influences both good and bad that have shaped them.   
 
"Be a loving Light in this world, for I came to save them all. And I work from the inside out to 
bring fulfillment to every individual's life. I have clothed you in Love. Now go and clothe others in 
that same Love. I am with you.” 
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Serious Prayer Alert! 
November 23, 2018 

 
This is a Prayer Alert. Please pray for President 
Trump. There is a serious threat against his life 
today. Ezekiel has been called into Travailing Prayer. 
Please cover the President with your prayers. Thank 
you, Heartdwellers. 
 
 
 
 
 

Pray Protection All Weekend 
November 24, 2018 

 
Thank You, Lord, for warning us of the imminent 
danger out President is in. Please give us the grace to 
remember him, seriously, in prayer. 
 
Well, Dear Heart Dwellers, we got the word to please 
pray for President Trump this whole weekend. The 
Lord has told us there is a serious threat against his 
life. Ezekiel has been called into travailing prayer, and 

all our prayer warriors have been called up.  
 
Please cover him, especially when you feel prompted by Holy Spirit. Let’s all stand guard over 
him this weekend. Thank you, dear ones. 
 

For the Sake of a Soldier’s Eternity 
November 23, 2018 

 
Dear Lord, help us to ALWAYS be ready to answer the 
call to prayer—and to respond immediately when it is 
urgent! Thank You for giving us a small peek this 
morning into what happens when we are obedient to 
Your call. May we press in even further throughout this 
entire weekend, every time and any time You call us—
until the Day You call us Home. Amen. 
 

Dear Heartdwellers, Clare, Ezekiel and I were given a strong call to prayer this morning. And the 
Lord allowed me to ‘see’ a little of just what was happening. We are sharing this now with you 
to encourage you that, Yes! Prayer REALLY DOES MATTER! I know I struggle with it sometimes, 
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wondering what all ‘difference it makes’ when I can’t tell what's going on. But Jesus is so kind, 
always. And this morning, He gave me a glimpse into the warfare going on before us, and a 
word for ALL of us. 
 
When the Lord intentionally shows me the number 5—it always means ‘prayer is needed—
suffering is about to come. Get ready!’  And at exactly 11:05, I got an urgent phone call from 
Clare. Ezekiel had been called into a period of suffering for the Lord.  
 
Clare left the phone with Ezekiel and I, that we could join in prayer, while she went to sound 
the alarm on the Channel - the messages she has already put up for you. I quickly texted our 
Prayer Warriors to come and join in prayer. And Ezekiel and I pressed in, praying in tongues.  
 
Ezekiel told me that he had a recording of the rosary to play in the background at his home. I 
put on a recording of the Mercy Chaplet at my prayer desk. The Lord has taught us in the past 
that there are times when doing this is much needed. Our tongues are, in essence, ‘backing up’ 
the power of the rosary prayer and the Chaplet. 
 
Soon, Ezekiel saw the purpose: three men had been assigned to assassinate Donald Trump. 
They were trained snipers, being assigned from the Deep State, and had taken up positions 
against him—waiting. They were waiting for something that was to happen between 11:00 and 
12:00 noon. Their intent was to so riddle the President’s body with bullets that he could not 
possibly survive it. 
 
Satan and the devils knew today would be a HIGH day of distraction. It's Black Friday. Even 
Jesus’ Bride might possibly be tempted. Strongly. To want to ‘take advantage of the deals’ 
today. Maybe thinking that today would be a frugal and wise time to use their money, and 
make choices to purchase, looking towards Christmas. This would be a good thing. Right?  
 
How crafty and subtle he is! How easily he can convince us to turn our attention away from the 
Lord, even thinking we're doing a good thing. How careful we need to be in our discernment! 
 
I was even fighting it this morning. I had a thought in the middle of my prayer & journalism 
time, and I stopped to ask through the Bible Promises what I should do about a purchase my 
husband and I had been thinking of making for some time now. But, my readings were 
inconclusive.  
 
I had already used both the Routing and Truth/Discernment swords. So, I sat a moment, 
thinking. And I decided to ask one more time, ‘Holy Spirit? What is Your will in this?’ And 
Laziness came up—which means to me: ‘Get back to what you were doing. You’re getting 
distracted here!’  
 
It wasn’t 10 minutes later that Clare called me. Thank You, Lord—that I didn’t ‘dive in’ and get 
wound up being confused over the readings, or in pursuing things any further. 
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By 11:15, Ezekiel had been shown by the Lord that this Battle would be needed right up to 
12:00 noon. And he began to see the men and what was happening. He was told two of the 
men’s weapons had been disabled at this point. And I began wondering just what might have 
happened to jam them—when the Lord opened my eyes.  
 
I saw one man, holding an automatic gun of some sort. (Sorry, all you guys out there. Even 
though my husband is a life-long hunter, I am completely ignorant as to what gun does what or 
what they look like. So, I can't tell you what he was holding. I just know it was some sort of 
automatic gun.)  
 
Standing, though, in front of this man was a large angel, half again as tall as this soldier. And the 
angel (and this made me laugh, right out loud! I'm sorry...) had the index finger of his right hand 
stuffed into the end of the barrel of the gun! He was just standing there, very unperturbed by 
the whole situation… Just standing there. Looking at the man. Waiting. 
 
Like I said, this literally made me laugh out loud! But then I looked at the man. His face was 
filled with fear and confusion. And suddenly, Ezekiel said to me, ‘He’s afraid for his life. This was 
an assignment—do or die.’ And my heart immediately turned to prayer over this man’s soul.  
 
Ezekiel told me that the situation seemed to be ramping back down again, so to speak. His pain 
level was lowering. My pain level was lowering, and we could both feel a sense of Peace started 
to flow around us.  
 
One soldier’s gun was still enabled. I don’t think he was aware of his fellow soldiers, or what 
position they had been placed in. Ezekiel spoke again, ”The Lord is playing with the devils now. 
Showing them, again, just Who is in charge of all these things.” And He assured Ezekiel that He 
was going to bring this situation to a safe conclusion. 
 
I looked once more at the angel and 'my' soldier. The angel’s finger was still in the man's gun 
barrel, but I could see his face now. The angel's. He, too, was looking at the demons working 
against this man. I could feel his power. His face was stern against those devils! Yet he had a 
look of great compassion for the soldier himself. Just watching all this made me cry out to Papa 
God again, “Papa! Mercy on this man’s soul, please? He has no idea what he is doing. He has no 
idea who he is serving. Please, Papa! Have Mercy on him. Open his eyes to the Truth of who he 
is obeying. And the Truth of Who You are.” 
 
And Jesus began to speak to me then. 
 
He said, “I have called on you—and you have done well, Love. My two. Press in a little longer—
until 12:00. I have called, as you have asked. Our Donald will be safe, I have ordained it. Thank 
you, My Treasures. ALL of you. My dear Treasures…”  
 
Now, to explain what He was saying there, when Jesus said, ‘I have called’, He meant that He 
had called out to Papa God and the angels—in response to all of our prayers. Both Ezekiel and I, 
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and Clare's. The Prayer Warriors. And all of you, Heartdwellers, that had received the call 
already. 
 
He addressed me first, and then Ezekiel, but then as He spoke, His intention flowed out to ALL 
you. All of you. As Ezekiel and I discussed this a little later, we were reminded that Jesus is OUR 
intercessor! As we call on Him to help us, He goes to the Father with our and His requests. We 
had momentarily ‘forgotten’ this aspect of what He does for us and with us. 
 
Jesus continued to say to me then, “Yes—I have shown this soldier just Who he is facing—and 
Holy Spirit is now opening his eyes. Whether he accepts or not is not to be told just now. Pray for 
this man again, as Holy Spirit encourages you to, as He reminds you to. He will come into My 
Kingdom—this is My promise to you. I will draw him. My Mother will woo his heart away from 
the ‘guns and glory’ that he has known most of his life. She has been ‘digging around the base 
of this tree’ for many years now.  
 
"Thank you, My Beloveds. Thank you for responding with Love and Compassion.” 
 
As a final comment, when Jesus spoke about ‘digging around the base of the tree’—this is a 
concept Jesus has reminded us some time ago. It refers to the parable found in Luke, chapter 
13:6-9 
 
The Parable of the Barren Tree 
Then Jesus told them this parable: “There was a man who planted a fig tree in his orchard. But 
when he came to gather fruit from his tree he found none, for it was barren and had no fruit. So 
he said to the gardener, ‘For the last three years I’ve come to gather figs from my tree but it 
remains fruitless. What a waste! Go ahead and cut it down!’ 
 
“But the gardener said, ‘Sir, we should leave it one more year. Let me fertilize and cultivate it, 
then let’s see if it will produce fruit. If it doesn’t bear fruit by next year, we’ll cut it down.’” 
 
Now, we've been told that Mother Mary is the one who often asks to do this for a soul. One 
who has hardened their heart against the Kingdom. Or, one whose heart has been hardened 
against the Kingdom by the way they lived. Or the family they grew up in. Or...just the people 
they've been around so much of their life. 
 
She goes to them in her motherly way, praying for them and encouraging them. The image in 
my mind as I write this is of a child who needs to take a spoonful of bitter medicine. Something 
they don't want. Sometimes it has to be a mother’s soft and gentle touch that can convince the 
child to open their mouth and swallow.  
 
Life for people can be so difficult, so much against them. Walls build up around their hearts, 
hurts and wounds and deceptive teachings harden them against considering God as a Good and 
Kind Father. And then the enemy comes in and convinces them that he has more power. That 
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he will give them more rewards. And the image and the concept of Who Jesus and God really 
are fades and fades away. 
 
 And so, Mary will go to the Father and ask Him, “Please. Let me give it one more try?”  
 
And so, this message is for all of us, Heartdwellers. He thanks you for all of your dedication to 
prayer. He thanks you for your love for His children and the ones we're trying to draw still into 
the Kingdom. And He urges us, for this entire weekend specifically, to yes. Continue to press 
into prayer. Continue to press in to prayer when He calls us. 
 
I was about to put this message into a video and I went looking for a picture. Clare had already 
given me one, but it was more of a generic, everyone called to prayer. The saints called to 
prayer...and Holy Spirit stopped me. And He made me reconsider...this wasn't just about Our 
Donald. Our President. This was about this soldier. This was about those who are working for 
the wrong Master. And so, He gave me the title to this: For the Sake of a Soldier's Eternity. 
 
And I would urge you to think of that, too, as we pray. We want prayer and protection, not only 
for the good in our life. The good people, people doing the right things for our country. But oh, 
we must turn our prayers for the sake of those who just...don't know better. They've been 
deceived. They've been lied to. They've swallowed the lie hook, line and sinker. I wanted to add 
that in here before I stopped. Thank You, Holy Spirit. 
 

Comfort Me, Honor My Birth - Reject Religiosity 
November 28, 2018 
 

Thank you, Mighty God, for bringing justice to our 
nation. Please give us the gift of intercession for all 
involved.  Amen. 
 
I heard some news from Carol about those who are 
testifying now about the corruption in the 
government, and my heart began to pray. Soon after 
I finished the Lord’s Supper, Jesus began to speak. 
 

“Yes, there are intrigues and corruption going on now even as we speak. I ask you, My people, 
unite your prayers with My mother’s for your nation. Her prayers are quite invisible to you but 
resound to the high Heavens for your nation. She is putting out a constant stream of prayers for 
all involved, and when you pray with her, it becomes even more powerful. 
 
“Why do you resist Me, you stubborn ones? Your hearts are set on the religious spirits of your 
day. Those who have closed off the wellspring of grace from My Supper, My mother and the 
Great Cloud. Do you want to continue in this kind of ignorance? Or will you come to Me without 
poison and self-righteousness in your hearts and receive what I have given you in the Scriptures 
to increase your effectiveness on Earth.  
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"I am tired of hearing that this Vessel is deceived. What has happened to the Truth you’ve borne 
witness to for many years? Nothing in her has changed—it is you who have changed, because 
your false beliefs were challenged. 
 
“I have come to deliver you from the straight-jacket of religion… and you insist on keeping it. 
Very well, then. I will leave you in your straight-jackets until you grow hungry for the Truth. 
Search the Scriptures, NOT the internet, to understand what I have given you. If you continually 
rely on men’s opinions, you will live men’s religion—and not Mine.    
 
“For those of you who have embraced these Truths, I want to move on. I want you to have all 
that you need to operate in freedom and power through My Spirit living in you. You have done 
well. You have been faithful. You have grown and tasted the sweet fruits of Truths hidden away 
long ago by ignorant men. They are yours now and you are better equipped for the battle. 
Doesn’t this give you great joy?  Can’t you feel the freedom of Truth operating through you? 
 
“Despite this country’s intrigues, I am still with her. She has chosen to follow Me, and therefore, 
I strengthen her. She will emerge from the Tribulation with a glorious scepter in her hand and 
will rule with equity over many nations. You have seen the darkness encroaching and taking 
over this nation. Now you will see the triumph of the Light. This is not an easy path—there is 
loss, pain, and suffering for those who uphold the Truth.   
 
“But even as I suffered, in the end, the glory of My Father has shone upon you. The whole world 
is watching you, America. The whole world has seen the slain innocents as well as the 
punishment that was due those betrayers. This could not happen if you were under the previous 
administration. In that one, misdeeds passed by unnoticed, unpunished, and unspoken—even as 
though they didn’t exist. 
 
“And isn’t that the way to silence the voices of Truth? Silence them and promote the evil-doers. 
Yet this life is very short, and for a pittance a man sells his soul to Satan, not recognizing his 
eternal consequences. You who have been party to this degradation, it is not too late. You may 
return to Me and testify of these misdeeds and you will save your soul. Or, you may continue to 
cover the misdeeds and blame them on the innocent. Your eternity is standing before you.  
 
"What will you choose? Do you think Satan has glory stored up for you? How can you put your 
trust in one whose operations among mankind are based on lies? Can any truth come forth from 
this sewer? Indeed, this will be your portion unless you repent. 
 
“But for those who have responded in prayer and fasting according to their ability, I say to you, 
‘Bravo! You have done well.' Continue now in this posture. Keep your heart free from the cares 
of this world during this season that has long brought shame upon My Birth. Celebrate with 
moderation, integrity, and extreme devotion to Me and what My Incarnation brought forth to 
free you from your sins. 
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“Be tender with Me, My people. My Father and I suffer terribly during this time. Not only from 
the indifference to the true meaning of Christmas, but also to the atrocities committed during a 
season committed to lust and violence to the trafficked children of this world. Pray for them!! 
Oh, do pray for them!! How they suffer. Adopt them spiritually into your hearts and comfort 
them. This is the greatest gift you could present to Me at My birth: the lives of innocent children, 
comforted and consoled.   
 
“You ask, ‘And how do I go about that?’ Ask My mother to present them to you in the Spirit and 
then take them into your embrace. As you live day to day, offer your inconveniences, sicknesses, 
and disappointments for them. When you are permitted to see them, comfort them on your 
heart and speak words of eternal hope to them. This will please Me endlessly. And see if I do not 
make this the best Christmas yet, of all your life. 
 
“I bless you now, My people. You who have faltered along the way, may you receive courage. 
My courage. You who have followed in My footsteps faithfully, receive the increase of love and 
anointing I am shedding upon your lives and even those in your families. Continue to walk with 
Me. Comfort Me and My Father. 
 
“Comfort, yes, comfort. For we see the things you do not have to see. Comfort Us with your love. 
It means so very much to Me.” 
 
And some of you might ask, "Well, how do we comfort God?" With our love. Go into Dwelling 
Prayer. Go into Dwelling Prayer, picking a few songs. Let the Holy Spirit choose. We put the 
entire playlist - I've got one for 8 hours long - on shuffle. And He picks different songs. 
 
When you feel connected with the Lord, then turn the music off and just hold Him in your arms. 
Or hold these little children in your arms. And stroke His hair in the spirit. And comfort Him. 
He's so, so longs for your comfort. 
 
And that is another thing that has been hidden from Christians. The fact that they can actually 
comfort God in His sufferings. 
 
But don't let those false arguments stop you. Embrace Him. Tell Him how much you love Him. 
Stroke His hair. Cry with Him. Hold Him to your heart and tell Him how sorry you are for your 
sins and the sins of humanity. 
 
There is a sweetness to be had in this place, dear ones. A great sweetness when we unite 
ourselves to God. Not only in His joy, but also in His suffering. Ask Him to bring you into that 
place. Go to that place and spend time with Him there. 
 
The Lord bless you all, dear Family. Thank you so much for being faithful and following us over 
to Vimeo. And continuing to support the mission. I can't tell you how much that means to me. 
God bless you for that! We are so, so gratified to see how generous and kind all of you are. 
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Thank you so much. May the Lord bless you abundantly during this season. And may you hold 
the Infant Jesus in your own arms, for Him to rest and find comfort with you. 
 
And to that end, we have a baby Jesus that we wrap in swaddling clothes. And we hold our 
baby Jesus and sing Christmas songs to Him. And it's kind of a private devotion. Different ones 
of us will take the Child, the baby Jesus, into our arms and go into prayer with Him. And I'll tell 
you—that is a  very sweet, sweet experience that you don't want to miss during the Christmas 
season! 
 
And it comes from the monks. Cloistered monks who spend time in prayer continually. That's a 
tradition among them to have a baby Jesus to comfort. And they pass the baby Jesus around 
the monastery, to the different monks that are in different cells. Beautiful devotion... Just 
beautiful. What a tradition. 
 
So, enjoy your Christmas. Enjoy it with the love of God. And know that He is eternally grateful 
for every bit of affection you show to Him. 
 
 
 

Confession and the Early Church 
November 30, 2018 

 
Lord Jesus, please open our hearts and minds to 
receive the wisdom of the ages past when you 
first anointed and appointed men to carry on 
your work on Earth, through the anointing of the 
Holy Spirit.  Amen. 
 
Well, my beloved family of Heartdwellers, it is 
time once again to move up the mountain and 
embrace the words of Jesus, that many have 

denied and labeled as heresies. But the Scriptures do 
not lie. So, let’s proceed and see what they have to say about forgiveness of sins through an 
appointed, ordained servant of God. And as we do so, let us examine how the Early Church 
interpreted and practiced the Scriptures.  
 
Now, in order to do this, I had to pull up some kind of objection, the things that I've typically 
heard in ministry for years and years and years. Interpretations of the Scriptures that were 
twisted to deny the fact that the Lord instituted the sacrament of Confession. 
 
So, I'm going to go ahead and read from a source. I'm not going to bother to mention what the 
source is, but I'm going to read what represents the general attitude from the churches that 
don't follow the Early traditions of the Apostles. The Evangelical, Pentecostal, Baptist - all the 
different churches that have a totally separate belief system. 
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This is commonly what I've heard. 
 

"The concept of confession of sin to a priest is nowhere taught in Scripture. First, the 
New Testament does not teach that there are to be priests in the New Covenant. 
Instead, the New Testament teaches that all believers are priests." 

 
 First Peter 2:5-9 is what he cites.  
 

This describes believers as a “holy priesthood” and a “royal priesthood.” Revelation 1:6 
and 5:10 both describe believers as “a kingdom of priests.” 

 
Okay - that's the statement. And this is false. And here's why. First of all, the Presbyter and 
Priest. Those words were used synonymously.  How could there be any order in a church 
without a pastor, leader, teacher someone to administer the sacraments?  These were 
appointed by the laying on of hands, and breathing, to receive the Holy Spirit. 
        
"The English word "priest" is derived from the Greek word presbuteros, which is commonly 
rendered into Bible English as "elder" or "presbyter."  
 
But that's not accurate. A Presbyter is a Priest. 
 
The ministry of Catholic priests is that of the presbyters mentioned in the New Testament (Acts 
15:6, 23). The Bible says little about the duties of presbyters, but it does reveal they functioned 
in a priestly capacity.  
 
They were ordained by the laying on of hands (1 Tm 4:14, 5:22), they preached and taught the 
flock (1 Tm 5:17), and they administered sacraments (Jas 5:13-15). These are the essential 
functions of the priestly office. So, wherever the various forms of presbuteros appear--except, 
of course, in instances which pertain to the Jewish elders (Mt 21:23, Acts 4:23) --the word may 
rightly be translated as "priest" instead of "elder" or "presbyter."  
 
That definitely disagrees with this gentleman's idea that there was no word for priests in the 
New Testament, that they didn't exist. They were the Presbyters. 
 

"In the Old Covenant, the faithful had to approach God through the priests." 
 
No, that's false. In the old covenant people could approach God directly in prayer, but the priest 
was the only one who could offer the sacrifice for their sins, in the Holy of Holies.  Jesus tore 
that veil when He paid for our sins, but He continues to ask us to carry our Simon’s cross as a 
fast offering for the good of others. 
 
And He even gave us the injunction to carry our cross.  
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"Is any one of you suffering? He should pray. Is anyone cheerful? He should sing praises. (I like 
that one.) Is any one of you sick? He should call the elders of the church to pray over him and 
anoint him with oil in the name of the Lord." James 5:13-14 
 
So, here the word is being interpreted as the 'elders' of the church. But also, it could mean the 
priests of the church. It's all a matter of which language you're coming from, which tradition 
you're coming from as to how you interpret  
presbuteros. 
 
"And the prayer offered in faith will restore the one who is sick. The Lord will raise him up. If he 
has sinned, he will be forgiven." James 5:15 
 
Now, in 1 Timothy 2 Paul says: "I desire therefore, first of all, that supplications, prayers, 
intercessions, and thanksgivings be made for all men: For kings, and for all that are in high 
station: that we may lead a quiet and a peaceable life in all piety and chastity. For this is good 
and acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour, Who will have all men to be saved, and to come 
to the knowledge of the truth. I Tim. 2:1-4 
 
So, here Paul is stating that he desires that we stand before God and offer prayers, 
supplications, intercession for all men.  This truly is the work of restoring men to God, the 
entire purpose of the priest. 
 
Next, he is stating that only one is the mediator (and redeemer) of man—and he is qualifying 
that in the context of salvation and paying the price for our sins. Redeemed, as if in a 
transaction, paying the price to free the slave.        
 

He goes on to explain that the mediating of Christ was to pay for our sins. That in no 
way infers that we should not pray for others to be freed of their sins through the Name 
of Jesus.  

 
"For there is one God, and one mediator of God and men, the man Christ Jesus: Who gave 
himself a redemption for all, a testimony in due times." I Tim. 2:5-6 
 
So, it's obvious here that there is some confusion in people's minds about what it means to be 
the one Mediator. Because anyone who prays for anyone else is a mediator! We stand in the 
gap. And we're told so many times in Scriptures to take that position. Stand in the gap. Pray for 
one another. We're also taught to sacrifice for one another - even as the Lord sacrificed Himself 
for us. 
 
Whereunto I am appointed a preacher and an apostle, (I say the truth, I lie not,) a doctor of the 
Gentiles in faith and truth." 
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So, here Paul is declaring that appointment from God to his person to be a preacher - a minister 
of the Gospel, one whom God has ordained and called out from the general body of Christ, the 
general priesthood of the Elect, to be an apostle and teacher. 
 

The author states, again, "the concept of confession of sin to a priest is nowhere taught 
in Scripture."  

 
Well, that's false. But here the precedent is set when people came to John the Baptist, 
confessing and having their sins remitted. Scripture says that, "People went out to him from 
Jerusalem and all Judea and the whole region around the Jordan. Confessing their sins, they 
were baptized by him in the Jordan River." Matt. 3:5-6 
 
And that's a precursor to the new priesthood that the Lord appointed when He breathed on 
them and said, "Receive the Holy Spirit. Whose sins you forgive, will be forgiven." John the 
Baptist was a precursor to that. 
 
"And again the people came forward to confess their sinful acts to the apostles Many who had 
believed now came forward, confessing and disclosing their deeds." Acts 19:17-18 
 
That was in the book of Acts, and it had to do with people who were practicing magic. And they 
burned all of their books and scrolls that had to do with that. And they repented. 
 
So, the thing we most often hear, as an objection to the priesthood is we are to confess our sins 
to God (1 John 1:9).  
 
Well, yeah - we confess our sins to God. But there's another dimension to that. You can take it 
in the 21st or 22nd Century culture. But you need to go back to the New Covenant that the 
believers in the Early Church practiced. How did they interpret this? 
 

And the author again says, "As New Covenant believers, we do not need mediators 
between us and God. We can go to God directly because of Jesus’ sacrifice for us. There 
is one God and one Mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.”  I Timothy 
2:5 

 
And this was the line I brought up earlier. 
 
This is the scripture Evangelicals hang their hats on to discredit the priesthood, and confession 
to a priest. Well, what is a mediator?  A go-between, negotiator, conciliator, peacemaker, go-
between, middleman, intermediary. What is that? That's someone who stands in the gap, 
again.   
 
So, when we pray for another soul, what are we doing?  Are we not standing in the gap and 
petitioning God for mercy, pardon, justice, and healing? 
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So, one who prays for another is a mediator between God and man. He goes THROUGH Jesus. 
But still, he is a part of the mediation. How many times have you experienced, when someone 
prays for you, that there's a breakthrough and you finally connect with the Lord? 
 
So, this is a very basic teaching that has been twisted to exclude the intercession of the saints 
and the forgiveness of sins as a sacrament. And confession. 
 
Okay. 
 
Pray ye one for another.  One who prays for another is a mediator between God and man, who 
also approaches God in the Name of Jesus. The Lord has commissioned us to pray for and 
exhort one another.  
 
When we do this according to God’s will are we not standing in the gap for the other soul? Of 
course, we are. So, let’s stop insinuating no one but Jesus can pray for us, no one but Jesus can 
ask favors of God. No one can fast and pray for us, for a breakthrough. 
 
And no one can forgive sins. Didn’t the Lord give us this power when He said, “Teach ye all 
nations; baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. 
Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you:” Matthew 28:19-20 
And let’s stop saying no one but God can forgive sins. Does that sound familiar? 
 
And this is from Mark, the 2nd chapter:  
 
AND again, he entered into Capharnaum after some days. And it was heard that he was in the 
house, and many came together, so that there was no room; no, not even at the door; and he 
spoke to them the word. And they came to him, bringing one sick of the palsy, who was carried 
by four.  
 
And when they could not offer him unto him for the multitude, they uncovered the roof where 
he was; and opening it, they let down the bed wherein the man sick of the palsy lay.  
 
And when Jesus had seen their faith, he saith to the sick of the palsy: "Son, thy sins are forgiven 
thee." And there were some of the scribes sitting there, and thinking in their hearts: 'Why doth 
this man speak thus? He blasphemes. Who can forgive sins, but God only?'  
 
Which Jesus, presently knowing in his spirit, that they so thought within themselves, saith to 
them: "Why think you these things in your hearts? Which is easier, to say to the sick of the 
palsy: Thy sins are forgiven thee; or to say: Arise, take up thy bed, and walk? But that you may 
know that the Son of man hath power on earth to forgive sins, I say to thee: Arise, take up thy 
bed, and go into thy house."  
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And immediately he arose; and taking up his bed, went his way in the sight of all; so that all 
wondered and glorified God, saying: 'We never saw the like.'  Mark 2:1-12    Douay-Rheims 
Bible  
 
 
I find it very interesting that the very things Jesus presented as beliefs of the New Covenant, 
met with such resistance in His day and even in our day by some denominations.    
 
"As the Father hath sent me, I also send you." When he had said this, he breathed on them; and 
he said to them: Receive ye the Holy Ghost. Whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven 
them; and whose sins you shall retain, they are retained.  John 20:21-23   Douay-Rheims Bible 
 
All power was given to Jesus by the Father and through Jesus we receive the same anointing:  
“All power is given to me in heaven and in earth. Going therefore, teach ye all nations; baptizing 
them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Teaching them to 
observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you: and behold I am with you all days, even 
to the consummation of the world.” Matthew 28:16-20 
 
Now let’s take a look at what was going on in the Early Church as far as confessing to the priest 
goes: 
 

St. Cyprian of Carthage 250 AD  
The Apostle likewise bears witness and says: … ”Whoever eats the bread and drinks the cup of 
the Lord unworthily will be guilty of the body and blood of the Lord” [He's quoting from 1 Cor 
11:27]. But the impenitent spurn and despise all these warnings; before their sins are expiated, 
before they have made a confession of their crime, before their conscience has been purged in 
the ceremony and at the hand of the priest…they do violence to his body and blood, and with 
their hands and mouth they sin against the Lord more than when they denied him. 
 
….Of how much greater faith and salutary fear are they who…confess their sins to the priests of 
God in a straightforward manner and in sorrow, making an open declaration of conscience. God 
cannot be mocked or outwitted, nor can he be deceived by any clever cunning…. 
 
Indeed, he but sins the more if, thinking that God is like man, he believes that he can escape 
the punishment of his crime by not openly admitting his crime….I beseech you, brethren, let 
everyone who has sinned confess his sin while he is still in this world, while his confession is still 
admissible, while the satisfaction and remission made through the priests are still pleasing 
before the Lord. 
 
Well, that's certainly a very different interpretation! That confession, the sacrament of 
confession, than what is offered to us by Evangelicals. This is a whole different perspective. And 
this is the perspective in 250 AD of the Early Church. 
 

St. Basil the Great  330 – 379 AD 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It is necessary to confess our sins to those to whom the dispensation of God’s mysteries [that is, 
the Sacraments] is entrusted [that is, the priests]. Those doing penance of old are found to have 
done it before the saints. It is written in the Gospel that they confessed their sins to John the 
Baptist [Matt 3:6]; but in Acts they confessed to the Apostles, by whom also all were baptized 
[Acts 19:18]. 
 
 

St. Augustine of Hippo  354 – 430 AD 
Let this be in the heart of the penitent: when you hear a man confessing his sins, he has already 
come to life again; when you hear a man lay bare his conscience in confessing, he has already 
come forth from the sepulchre; but he is not yet unbound. 
 
So, what he's saying here, is he's coming forth out of the grave, but he's still bound in the grave 
clothes. 
 
When is he unbound? (Augustine continues.) By whom is he unbound? “Whatever you loose on 
earth,” He says, “shall be loosed also in heaven” Rightly is the loosing of sins able to be given by 
the Church… (Psalms 101:2-3) 
 
Yet those who do penance in accord with the kind of sin they have committed are not to 
despair of receiving God’s mercy for the remission of their crimes, however serious.  
 
Iniquity, however, sometimes makes such progress in men that even after they have done 
penance and after their reconciliation to the altar they commit the same or more grievous 
sins….and although that place of penance in the Church is not granted them, God will not be 
unmindful of His patience in their regard. 
 
There have been those who would say that no penance is available for certain sins; and they 
have been excluded from the Church and have been made heretics. Holy Mother Church is not 
rendered powerless by any kind of sin.  
 
And that's from Augustine of Hippo. 
 

Okay. St. Ambrose  333 – 397 AD  
But what was impossible was made possible by God, who gave us so great a grace. It seemed 
likewise impossible for sins to be forgiven through penance; yet Christ granted even this to His 
Apostles, and by His Apostles it has been transmitted to the offices of priest. 
 

St. Jerome  347 – 420 AD  
Just as in the Old Testament the priest makes the leper clean or unclean, so in the New 
Testament the bishop and presbyter or priest binds or looses not those who are innocent or 
guilty, but by reason of their office, when they have heard various kinds of sins, they know who 
is to be bound and who loosed. 
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That's interesting. Can you imagine the people in a church coming to confession, and confessing 
their sins. And the priest gets the whole dynamic of what's going on in the church. Who is 
responsible for what. And is given a good look into what the remedy might be. 
 
And you know - we're not talking about having a parish or a large congregation. This is more for 
family home groups. The way the Lord wants to restructure the churches in very small groups. 
Tiny home groups, not great big congregations with 500 people. But several home groups in a 
town or city. And what an advantage it would be to the priest, to know what were the dynamics 
behind the sin that was created. I mean, that's... It would give him a lot of insight into what's 
going on. And of course, there's always, always a possibility of corruption. But when the Lord 
returns, that won't be even possible. Because we'll be governed by Him and His saints and His 
angels. 
 

Okay. Theodore Of Mopsuestia c. 428 AD  
This is the medicine for sins, established by God and delivered to the priests of the Church, who 
make diligent use of it in healing the afflictions of men. You are aware of these things, as also of 
the fact that God, because He greatly cares for us, gave us penitence and showed us the 
medicine of repentance; and He established some men, those who are priests, as physicians of 
sins.  
 
(That is so true!) 
 
If in this world we receive through them healing and forgiveness of sins, we shall be delivered 
from the judgment that is to come. It behooves us, therefore, to draw near to the priests in 
great confidence and to reveal to them our sins; and those priests, with all diligence, solicitude, 
and love, and in accord with the regulations, will grant healing to sinners. The priests will not 
disclose the things that ought not be disclosed; rather, they will be silent about the things that 
have happened, as befits true and loving fathers who are bound to guard the shame of their 
children while striving to heal their bodies. 
 
That's beautiful. And reminds me so much of the Desert Fathers, who always rush to cover the 
sins of others. 
 
And this is by St. John Chrysostom 344 – 407  
Priests have received a power which God has given neither to angels nor to archangels. It was 
said to them: “Whatsoever you shall bind upon earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever 
you shall loose, shall be loosed.” [Matt 18:18] Temporal rulers have indeed the power of 
binding; but they can bind only the body. Priests, however, can bind with a bond which pertains 
to the soul itself, and transcends the very heavens…Whatever priests do here on earth, God will 
confirm in heaven, just as the master ratifies the decision of his servants. Did He not give them 
all the powers of heaven? 
 
“Whose sins you shall forgive,” He says, “they are forgiven them: whose sins you shall retain, 
they are retained” [John 20:23]. 
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What greater power is there than this? …The Father has given all the judgment to the Son. And 
now I see the Son placing all this power in the hands of men. They are raised to this dignity as if 
they were already gathered up to Heaven, elevated above human nature, and freed of its 
limitations…. 
 
The priests of Judaism had power to cleanse the body from leprosy — or rather, not to cleanse 
it at all, but to declare a person as having been cleansed. And you know how much contention 
there was even in those times to obtain the priestly office.  
 
Our priests have received the power, not of treating with the leprosy of the body, but with 
spiritual uncleanness; not of declaring cleansed, but of actually cleansing…What mean-souled 
wretch is there who would despise so great a good? None, I dare say, unless he be urged on by 
a devilish impulse…. 
 
God has given to priests powers greater than those given to our parents; and the differences 
between the powers of these two is as great as the difference between the future life and the 
present….Our parents begot us to temporal existence; priests beget us to the eternal. The 
former are not able to ward off from their children the sting of death, nor prevent the attack of 
disease; yet the latter often save the sick and perishing soul — sometimes by imposing a lighter 
penance, sometimes by preventing the fall.  
 
Priests accomplish this not only by teaching and admonishing, but also by the help of prayer. 
Not only at the time of our regeneration at Baptism, but even afterward they have the 
authority to forgive sins…. 
 
Great is the dignity of priests. “Whose sins you forgive,” He says, “they are forgiven them.” The 
things that are placed in the hands of the priest, it belongs to God alone to give…. Neither angel 
nor archangel is able to do anything in respect to what is given by the Father and Son and Holy 
Spirit Who manage it all; but the priest lends his own tongue and presents his own hand. Nor 
would it be just, if those who draw near in faith to the symbols of our salvation were to be 
harmed by the wickedness of another.  
 

Okay. And the last one is St. Athanasius of Alexandria  I saved that one for the end. And by the 
way, Ezekiel's Bishop's name is Athanasius. And this is in 295 AD 
 
Just as a man is enlightened by the Holy Spirit when he is baptized by a priest, so he who 
confesses his sins with a repentant heart obtains their remission from the priest. 
 
Lord, have You something to add? 
 
Jesus began, “I have much to say to My precious ones. There are many reasons I gave this 
authority over to My priests, more than I could enumerate here. This is a gift of freedom. 
Freedom from guilt, false or true.  
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"It was never meant to be institutionalized. No, this was to be a time of intimacy and healing for 
the  hurting soul. For in truth, sin hurts the soul and deprives it of sanctified life.  
 
“My heart is to free each of you from sin immediately when you have recognized and repented 
of it. This is the main concern. Taking it to a priest who has only your healing in mind gives them 
the opportunity to share wisdom and insight from My Holy Spirit, so that the sin is not repeated.   
 
“Yes, I know it is difficult for you to reveal your shortcomings to any man. But this also brings 
you into the realm of humility, without which you will not enter Heaven. This happens when you 
confess to a priest or to a group. It brings you down to the level of all humanity and engages 
others in following your example and learning from you.  
 
"To see and understand your struggles is to allow others to deal with their struggles. 
Continuously, Satan is accusing all of you and trying to make you feel like you alone are the 
reprobate and there is no hope, as if everyone around you is perfect. 
 
“The moment you open up to another, I fill you with a new grace, a certain humility that frees 
you from having always to be right or perfect. You are, in those moments, confessing who you 
are before God and who you are not.  This helps to deliver you from the social games of self-
righteousness. You can live and breathe freely; you are no longer pressed into proving how 
superior you are. You are accepted by Me and by the minister, having now been cleansed by My 
Blood. 
 
“This is a sacrament—that is, a help to bring you to Heaven, standing clean before your Savior. 
As such, a certain grace is imparted to strengthen you, so you do not repeat the same sin. It is as 
if you were in jail. I came, unlocked the door and said, ‘You are free now…go and sin no more.’  
And with those words My grace accompanies you, leading you away from occasions of sin and 
into a new, more productive way of feeling and living. 
 
“The absolution from a priest is a mighty gift to deliver you from the grave clothes of sin. Please 
do not despise nor reject this gift. It is My gift of love and freedom to you.   
 
“I bless you now, My Precious ones, with a portion of My Mind and Heart that you might walk in 
the fullness of holiness I have called you to.”   
 


